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1 Introduction

The voluntary carbon market has the potential to significantly facilitate efforts to reduce greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and to help mitigate climate change. At the same time, there has been a great need for increased environmental integrity, transparency, rigor, and accuracy in this market. The Climate Action Reserve (Reserve) was created to meet this need by providing a rigorous set of protocols, guidelines, and tools to support the voluntary carbon market. The Reserve is intended to increase certainty and build confidence in the greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction market on the part of investors, project developers, the environmental community, and the public.

The Reserve Offset Program Manual summarizes the Reserve’s overarching principles, its general project accounting guidelines, and its rules and procedures for registering projects and creating offset credits for the voluntary market. It also describes the process used by the Reserve to develop protocols for determining the eligibility of, and quantifying reductions from, carbon offset projects.

Detailed information on the Reserve’s general operating procedures and verification program can be found in the following documents:

- Climate Action Reserve User Guide
  http://www.climateactionreserve.org/open-an-account/
- Climate Action Reserve Terms of Use
  http://www.climateactionreserve.org/open-an-account/
- Climate Action Reserve Verification Program Manual
  http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/

Guidance in this Reserve Offset Program Manual is limited to the Reserve’s program serving the voluntary carbon market. For information on the Reserve’s role as Offset Project Registry for in compliance offset programs please see the following resources:

- Climate Action Reserve California Compliance Offset Program website
  http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/california-compliance-projects/
- California Air Resources Board Compliance Offset Program website
  http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/offsets/offsets.htm
- Climate Action Reserve Washington Cap-and-Invest Program website:
  https://www.climateactionreserve.org/washington-cap-and-invest-offsets/
- Washington Department of Ecology Cap-and-Invest Program website:

1.1 The Climate Action Reserve

The Climate Action Reserve is an offsets program working to ensure integrity, transparency, and financial value in the North American carbon market. It does this by establishing regulatory-quality standards for the development, quantification, and verification of GHG emission reduction projects in North America; issuing carbon offset credits known as Climate Reserve Tonnes (CRTs) generated from such projects; and tracking the transaction of credits over time in a transparent, publicly-accessible system. Adherence to the Reserve’s high standards ensures that emission reductions associated with projects are real, permanent, and additional, thereby instilling confidence in the environmental benefit, credibility, and efficiency of the U.S. carbon market.

Please ensure that you are using the latest version of the Reserve Offset Program Manual at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/
At the heart of the Reserve is a publicly accessible web-based system where owners and developers of carbon offset projects can register project information along with verification reports demonstrating GHG emission reductions. Emission reductions are verified as CRTs, which provide title assurance and unique serial number identifiers to assure that each metric ton is counted and retired only once.

The Reserve uses a rigorous, open, and comprehensive process for developing all of its protocols. The Reserve’s primary focus is on accurate and conservative GHG accounting to ensure that the emission reductions it certifies are real, permanent, additional, verifiable, and enforceable.

### 1.2 Reserve Program Principles

The Reserve’s program rules and procedures, eligibility criteria, and quantification and verification protocols are designed to ensure that GHG emission reductions certified by the Reserve are:

- **Real**: Estimated GHG reductions should not be an artifact of incomplete or inaccurate emissions accounting. Methods for quantifying emission reductions should be conservative to avoid overstating a project’s effects. The effects of a project on GHG emissions must be comprehensively accounted for, including unintended effects (often referred to as “leakage”).

- **Additional**: GHG reductions must be additional to any that would have occurred in the absence of the Climate Action Reserve, or of a market for GHG reductions generally. “Business as usual” reductions – i.e., those that would occur in the absence of a GHG-reduction market – should not be eligible for registration.

- **Permanent**: In order to function as offsets to GHG emissions, GHG reductions must effectively be “permanent.” This means, in general, that any net reversal in GHG reductions used to offset emissions must be fully accounted for and compensated through the achievement of additional reductions.

- **Verified**: GHG reductions must result from activities that have been verified on an *ex post* basis. Verification requires third-party review of monitoring data for a project to ensure the data are complete and accurate.

- **Owned Unambiguously**: No parties other than the registered project developer must be able to reasonably claim ownership of the GHG reductions.

In addition, the Reserve strives to ensure that the offset projects it registers are **not harmful**. Project activities should not cause or contribute to negative social, economic or environmental outcomes and ideally should result in benefits beyond climate change mitigation. Projects are encouraged to identify, measure, and report on any non-GHG benefits of the project activities, such as alignment with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals or other identified co-benefits.¹

---

¹ More information on the UN Sustainable Development Goals may be found at: [https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs](https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs)
Finally, the Reserve strives for **practicality**, by integrating rigorous requirements with time- and cost-minimizing steps for project developers. Practicality involves alleviating potential barriers to GHG project implementation without compromising credibility.
2 Program Level GHG Reduction Accounting Guidelines

The Reserve develops protocols specifying eligibility criteria and detailing steps to estimate, monitor, and verify GHG reductions achieved by specific types of projects. While each protocol contains guidance specific to individual project types, Reserve protocols also adhere to general project accounting principles. This section describes the Reserve’s standardized project accounting guidelines that are the foundation for all protocols.

2.1 General Approach, Principles, and References

The Reserve strives to develop protocols that are “standardized” in nature, meaning they apply standardized factors and eligibility rules to the extent possible while maintaining sufficient rigor and accuracy. In addition, the form and content of Reserve protocols follow internationally established accounting principles and standards.

2.1.1 Standardized Offset Crediting

A core objective of the Climate Action Reserve is to adopt “standardized” approaches to offset crediting. Standardized offset crediting has two main elements:

1. Determining the eligibility and additionality of projects using standard criteria, rather than project-specific assessments.
2. Quantifying GHG emission reductions using standard baseline assumptions, emission factors, and monitoring methods.

The main goal of standardized offset crediting is to minimize the subjective judgment required in evaluating whether a project should receive credit for emission reductions, and in determining how much credit it should receive. Compared to project-specific assessment and analysis, standardized crediting reduces transaction costs for project developers, alleviates uncertainties for investors, and increases the transparency of project approval and verification decisions. Furthermore, the Reserve believes that appropriately designed standardized protocols can be as rigorous as project-specific approaches in ensuring additionality and environmental integrity (see Section 2.4.1 below for further discussion of standardized additionality tests).

Three challenges with standardized crediting are worth noting. First, developing standardized methods for determining additionality and estimating baselines requires significant upfront research and analysis. In order to avoid the need for extensive data collection and analysis on a project-by-project basis, the Reserve invests significant time and resources to establish credible benchmarks and emission factors that can be applied to similar projects throughout an entire industry or sector. The Reserve may frequently build off existing project-specific methodologies, but in general will augment these methodologies with further analysis to establish standardized tests and metrics.

Second, because “business as usual” activities can vary significantly across different geographic areas, standardized benchmarks and factors for one region will not necessarily be appropriate for other regions. Therefore, standardized protocols will almost always apply to a specific, limited geographic area. Every Reserve protocol specifies the geographic region(s) to which it applies. In adapting protocols for other geographic regions, the Reserve engages in a

---

full stakeholder process designed to assess and incorporate region-specific benchmarks and factors.

Third, not all possible offset project types are equally amenable to standardized crediting. For some types of projects, determining additionality and estimating baseline emissions cannot be done credibly and accurately on a standardized basis. In general, the Reserve will avoid developing protocols for these project types. Alternatively, the Reserve may incorporate project-specific methods or variables into standardized protocols as appropriate, or limit the scope of protocols to address only activities and conditions for which standardized approaches are feasible.

2.1.2 Reference Standards

The Reserve’s offset protocols are designed to be consistent with the principles, requirements, and guidance of two overarching standards for project-based GHG accounting:

- International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14064, Part 2

Both standards contain consistent general requirements for quantifying reductions in GHG emissions (or increases in carbon sequestration) that result from project-based activities, including requirements for:

1. Establishing GHG accounting boundaries
2. Estimating baseline emissions
3. Determining project-case emissions
4. Monitoring project activities

Although the ISO and WRI/WBCSD standards are largely consistent in their basic requirements, they have different terminologies and structures. Reserve protocols may utilize terminology from either or both standards depending on circumstances. The structure and general content of Reserve protocols are presented in the remainder of this section.

2.2 GHG Accounting Principles

There is now strong international consensus around a core standard set of overarching principles to guide decisions about the accounting, quantification, and reporting of project-based GHG reductions. These consensus principles are listed and defined in both the ISO and WRI/WBCSD standard referenced above. Definitions of these principles differ slightly between the two standards; the Reserve interprets the principles as follows in developing its protocols:

- **Relevance**: Data, methods, criteria, assumptions, and accounting boundaries should be chosen based on their “intended use.” For the Reserve, this means protocols are

---

3 Ibid.
designated around standardized, practical approaches to GHG accounting while still adhering to other core accounting principles.

- **Completeness**: All relevant information should be considered when developing criteria and procedures, and all relevant GHG emissions and removals should be accounted for. Reserve protocols comprehensively identify the GHG sources, sinks, and reservoirs affected by project activities and require accounting for all significant changes in GHG emissions or removals that may result from a project. Where there are multiple baseline possibilities, protocols must thoroughly address identification and quantification methods for each possibility.

- **Consistency**: Data, methods, criteria, and assumptions should allow meaningful and valid comparisons of the GHG reductions achieved by different projects. Reserve protocols are standardized to apply consistent GHG accounting and monitoring methods to all projects of the same type. Reserve protocols are also designed to reflect similarly rigorous and conservative accounting methods and assumptions for all project types.

- **Transparency**: Sufficient information should be disclosed to allow reviewers and stakeholders to make decisions about the credibility and reliability of GHG reduction claims with reasonable confidence. Access to sufficient and appropriate GHG-related information is critical for assuring users of the Reserve that a project’s GHG reduction claims are credible. To this end, the Reserve uses an open, consultative process for developing protocols; makes protocols publicly available; requires regular, rigorous, and complete reporting from registered projects; and provides a publicly accessible database detailing all relevant information used to quantify GHG reductions for each registered project. In addition, the Reserve’s standardized protocols reduce ambiguities associated with how project-related information is interpreted.

- **Accuracy**: Uncertainties and bias should be reduced as far as is practical. Greater accuracy in estimating GHG emissions and reductions will help ensure credibility of GHG reduction claims. Reserve protocols require that quantification of GHG reductions and monitoring of GHG emissions and other variables be conducted within acceptable levels of uncertainty. All GHG reduction estimates must pass rigorous review by an independent verification body. Where accuracy is difficult to achieve, Reserve protocols will err on the side of being conservative with GHG reduction estimates.

- **Conservativeness**: Conservative assumptions, values, and procedures should be used to ensure that GHG reductions are not over-estimated. Reserve protocols employ conservative estimation methods whenever data and assumptions are uncertain and measures to reduce uncertainty would be impractical.

### 2.3 Project Definition

A GHG project is a specific activity or set of activities intended to reduce GHG emissions, increase the storage of carbon or enhance GHG removals from the atmosphere. A GHG project is considered to be a “carbon offset” project if the GHG reductions or removals it generates are used to compensate for GHG emissions occurring elsewhere. Projects that meet the Reserve’s standards are issued emission reduction or removal credits, and those credits act as offsets when they are certified and retired in the Reserve’s online registry. The Reserve’s primary purpose is to certify GHG reductions as carbon offsets.

---


---

Please ensure that you are using the latest version of the Reserve Offset Program Manual at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/
Every Reserve protocol clearly defines the type of activity (or activities) that constitute a GHG reduction project. A clear project definition ensures that GHG quantification methods prescribed by the protocol are applied only where they are relevant and appropriate. The “project definition” section of each protocol specifies the kinds of activities that must be undertaken to reduce GHG emissions (or increase removals), the required conditions that must be met for these activities, and the necessary elements of project design and implementation.

### 2.3.1 Project Types

The Reserve only registers GHG projects that follow protocols that have been developed by the Reserve. In other words, only projects meeting the requirements of protocols that have been approved and adopted by the Reserve’s Board are eligible for registration on the Reserve. The Reserve may establish linkages with additional programs in the future to allow other projects to be registered.

Approved protocols and information on additional protocols in development are available for download at [http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/](http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/).

### 2.4 Project Eligibility Criteria

Eligibility criteria specify essential characteristics a project must have in order to register with the Reserve, as well as the conditions under which the Reserve will issue CRTs to a project. In Reserve protocols, eligibility criteria serve three main purposes:

1. To ensure that baseline estimation methods and emission factors prescribed by the protocol are relevant and appropriate. Reserve protocols use standardized baseline estimation methods that are calibrated to specific geographic regions; to be eligible, projects must be located in an appropriate geographic region.
2. To ensure that projects are “additional.” To test for additionality, the Reserve employs objective criteria designed to distinguish additional projects from those that would have happened anyway (i.e., in the absence of an offset market). These criteria fall into two categories: (1) a legal requirement test, and (2) a performance standard test. These tests are explained and described further below.
3. To ensure that projects adhere to all applicable laws and do not cause adverse environmental, social or economic impacts.

Generally, the Reserve seeks to specify eligibility criteria that are as standardized and objective as possible. This means that criteria will be designed to require a minimum amount of subjective judgment in determining whether a project is eligible.

### 2.4.1 Additionality Determinations

Within existing carbon offset programs, there are two basic approaches to determining “additionality”: project-specific and standardized. The Reserve applies a standardized approach to determining additionality, where performance standards and other conditions or criteria that projects must meet in order to be considered additional are determined by the Reserve. These standards and criteria are established separately for each project type and are designed to exclude non-additional (or “business as usual”) projects from eligibility. In all cases, projects that are required by law or regulation are excluded. Other criteria and conditions are specified in each protocol.
This approach differs from some other offset programs, where additionality is assessed using information and analysis specific to each project (see Box 1). It avoids the need to subjectively interpret individual project developers’ assertions about additionality and sends a clear signal to market participants about which projects will be eligible and which ones will not. Like any testing method, however, it is potentially subject to error. The Reserve strives to establish rigorous standards for additionality that serve to exclude the vast majority of non-additional projects. At the same time, the Reserve acknowledges that no system of testing for additionality is perfect, and it reserves the right to update and modify additionality criteria over time in light of new data and information.

**Box 1. Project-Specific vs. Standardized Additionality Tests**

Project-specific approaches to determining additionality seek to assess, by weighing certain kinds of evidence, whether a project in fact differs from a hypothetical baseline scenario in which there is no carbon offset market. Generally, a project and its possible alternatives are subjected to a comparative analysis of their implementation barriers and/or expected benefits (e.g., financial returns). If an option other than the project itself is identified as the most likely alternative for the “business as usual” (or “baseline”) scenario, the project is considered additional. The Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), a global carbon offset program for projects in developing countries, requires project-specific additionality tests.

Standardized, or performance-based, approaches to additionality evaluate projects against a consistent set of criteria designed to exclude non-additional projects and include additional ones on a sector-wide basis. For example, standardized tests could involve determinations that a project:

- Is not mandated by law
- Exceeds common practice
- Involves a particular type of high-performing technology
- Has an emission rate lower than most others in its class (e.g., relative to a performance standard)

From a regulatory perspective, standardized performance-based additionality tests are advantageous in that they are less subjective and administratively easier to implement than project-specific tests. Additionally, they can reduce transaction costs for project developers, alleviate uncertainties for investors, and increase the transparency and consistency of regulatory decisions. For further discussion of these two approaches, see Broekhoff, D., 2007. *Expanding Global Emissions Trading: Prospects for Standardized Carbon Offset Crediting.* International Emissions Trading Association, Geneva.

The Reserve incorporates standardized additionality tests in all of its protocols. These tests generally have two components: a legal requirement test and a performance standard test.

### 2.4.1.1 Legal Requirement Test

Projects are very likely to be non-additional if their implementation is required by law. A legal requirement test ensures that eligible projects (and/or the GHG reductions they achieve) would not have occurred anyway in order to comply with federal, state or local regulations, or other legally binding mandates. A project passes the legal requirement test when there are no laws, statutes, regulations, court orders, environmental mitigation agreements, permitting conditions or other legally binding mandates requiring its implementation, or requiring the implementation of similar measures that would achieve equivalent levels of GHG emission reductions.
In Reserve protocols, the specific provisions of the legal requirement test may differ depending on the project type. During protocol development, the Reserve performs a review of existing and pending regulations to identify any specific regulatory requirements that would mandate the implementation of project activities covered by the protocol. If such requirements are identified, then project activities in relevant jurisdictions may be categorically excluded from eligibility.

In addition, Reserve protocols require project developers to review and determine whether federal, state or local regulations and other legal requirements (including local agency ordinances or rulings) require the implementation of their project. This review is always required at the time a project is registered and may be required each verification period thereafter depending on the protocol. Generally, Reserve protocols will stipulate the following:

- Project monitoring plans must include procedures that the project developer will follow to periodically ascertain and demonstrate that the project passes the legal requirement test.
- Project developers must submit a signed Attestation of Voluntary Implementation form stipulating that the project is not required by law.

2.4.1.2 Performance Standard Test

Projects that are not legally required may still be non-additional if they would have been implemented for other reasons, e.g., because they are attractive investments irrespective of carbon offset revenues. Performance standard tests are intended to screen out this potential set of projects. In developing performance standards, the Reserve considers financial, economic, social, and technological drivers that may affect decisions to undertake a particular project activity. Standards are specified such that the large majority of projects that meet the standard are unlikely to have been implemented due to these other drivers. In other words, incentives created by the carbon market are likely to have played a critical role in decisions to implement projects that meet the performance standard.

Although performance standard tests do not require individual project assessments of financial returns and implementation barriers, they are designed to reflect these factors in determining which projects are additional. Projects that pass a performance standard test should be those that – in the absence of a carbon offset market – would have insufficient financial returns or would face other types of insurmountable implementation barriers.

In Reserve protocols, performance standards may be specified in several ways:

- **Emission rate thresholds.** For some project types, a performance standard may be specified in terms of a rate of GHG emissions (usually per unit of production of some product or service, e.g., tonnes of CO₂ per megawatt-hour). Generally, the threshold rate would be based on a level of performance that is significantly better than average for the industry or sector. Projects that have lower emission rates than the threshold, for example, would be considered additional.
- **Practice- or technology-based thresholds.** Performance standards may also be specified in terms of a specific practice or technology that is rarely or never implemented in the absence of a carbon offset market. Such standards are generally based on surveys of the market penetration rates of candidate practices or technologies. Projects employing a qualifying technology or practice are automatically considered additional.
- **Other qualifying conditions or criteria.** Performance standards may also incorporate, or be based on, other specific qualifying conditions that a project must meet in order to be
considered eligible. Conditions may include characteristics related to the project site, specifications for a particular eligible technology or practice, or other contextual factors. Projects meeting the conditions would be considered additional.

Several specifications may be combined in a single performance standard test. For example, a protocol may define a performance standard in terms of a specific type of technology that has an emission rate below a certain threshold and is implemented at an eligible project location.

Performance standard tests are developed through extensive analysis of standard practices and technology deployment in industry sectors related to a project type. They may also be based on an assessment of “typical” financial, implementation, and operating conditions facing a certain type of project. Most Reserve protocols contain an appendix explaining and summarizing the analyses undertaken to establish the protocol’s performance standard.

The Reserve has no predefined threshold for determining an acceptable performance standard. Rather, establishing performance standards involves balancing the need to restrict eligibility for non-additional projects with the goal of allowing additional (and otherwise eligible) projects to participate. Setting a threshold always involves making tradeoffs between these two goals and may also involve considerations about the size of the market for carbon credits and the potential supply of reductions available from certain project types.\(^7\) See Box 2 for further discussion and a hypothetical example.

---

**Box 2. Determining Acceptable Performance Standard Thresholds**

A common rule of thumb for establishing performance standards is that they should make eligible only technologies or practices that are not “common practice.” However, “common practice” is often difficult to define. Instead of adopting a simple rule for defining “common practice” (as a threshold market penetration rate, for example) the Reserve requires setting performance standards based on an overall assessment of the market for GHG reductions and the risk of crediting too many non-additional reductions.

For example, suppose a particular emission-reducing technology has a market penetration rate of five percent. Colloquially, such a technology would not be considered “common practice.” However, if a threshold were established allowing all instances of this technology to be eligible for offset crediting, we could expect existing users of the technology to apply for credit despite the fact that they were employing it already, without any incentives from the carbon market. This will have consequences for the integrity of the carbon market. Whether such consequences are serious depends on the potential supply of reductions from this technology compared to overall demand for reductions. If five percent of the market would result in hundreds of millions of tonnes of GHG reductions, for example, then a simple technology-based threshold would be too lenient, and the Reserve would explore using additional criteria that could further exclude “business as usual” instances of the technology despite its relative rarity. If five percent of the market would result in only a few thousand tonnes of GHG reductions, then the Reserve may consider a simple technology-based threshold acceptable.

---

2.4.2 Project Location
Projects throughout the United States are eligible to be registered with the Reserve. Some project types are also eligible in Mexico. Project developers should check the project location eligibility requirements specified in each protocol.

2.4.3 Project Start Date
In general, the start date for a project will correspond to the start of the activity that generates GHG reductions (sometimes referred to as “start of operations”). Specific requirements for determining the start date of a project are contained in each protocol.

The Reserve limits the eligibility of projects according to their start dates. Start date restrictions are intended to accommodate “early actors” for a period of time following the adoption of new protocols, but to otherwise restrict eligibility to new projects. The Reserve’s general policy is as follows:

1. For qualifying projects that have not previously been listed or registered on a greenhouse gas registry or program:
   a. For a period of 12 months following the adoption by the Reserve Board of any new protocol, the Reserve will accept projects for listing with start dates (as defined in the protocol) that are no more than 24 months earlier than the date of the Reserve protocol’s adoption. These are considered pre-existing projects.
   b. After the 12-month period following the date of the Reserve protocol’s adoption, the Reserve will accept projects for listing with start dates (as defined in the protocol) that are no more than six months prior to the date on which they are submitted. A project submitted within six months of its start date is considered a “new” project.

2. For qualifying projects that have previously been listed or registered on a greenhouse gas registry or program:
   a. Projects with start dates (as defined in a relevant Reserve protocol) on or after January 1, 2001 but more than 24 months earlier than the date of adoption of a relevant new Reserve protocol – and which were listed or registered with another registry or program at least 24 months earlier than the date of adoption of the new Reserve protocol – may apply for transfer to the Reserve. These are considered pre-existing projects.
   b. Projects with start dates (as defined in a relevant Reserve protocol) that are no more than 24 months before and no more than 12 months after the date of adoption of a relevant new Reserve protocol – and that were listed or registered with another registry or program no more than 12 months after the date of adoption of the new Reserve protocol – may apply for transfer to the Reserve.
   c. Projects with start dates (as defined in a relevant Reserve protocol) that are more than 12 months after the date of adoption of a relevant new Reserve protocol, and that were listed or registered with another registry or program within six months of the project start date, may apply for transfer to the Reserve.
The Reserve considers a protocol to be “new” if it:

- Covers an entirely new project type not covered by any of the Reserve’s existing protocols;
- Creates a wholly new category of eligible projects under an existing protocol (in which case only the new project category would qualify for a 12-month period of “early actor” eligibility); or
- Significantly expands the geographic coverage of the protocol (in which case only projects in newly covered geographic areas would qualify for a 12-month period of “early actor” eligibility).

If a new version of a protocol is adopted (e.g., updating from Version 1.0 to Version 2.0), this does not necessarily mean it will be considered a “new” protocol.

2.4.4 Project Crediting Period

The project “crediting period” defines the period of time over which a project’s GHG reductions are eligible to be verified as CRTs. In general, the start of a project’s crediting period will correspond to its start date.

The length of a project’s crediting period is defined in each protocol. For most non-sequestration projects registered with the Reserve, there is a 10-year crediting period. For sequestration projects, the crediting period may be up to 100 years. Refer to each protocol for specific details on allowable crediting periods. A non-forest project may end its crediting period at any time prior to the limit specified in the protocol, but must abide by any monitoring requirements necessary to ensure permanence, if applicable.

Crediting periods may be renewed as specified in each protocol. If a project wishes to apply for eligibility under a renewed crediting period, it must do so by re-submitting project submittal forms no sooner than six months before the end of the project’s ongoing crediting period and paying the project submittal fee. The project must meet all of the eligibility requirements of the most current version of the applicable protocol at the time of re-submittal to be eligible for a renewed crediting period.

Note that projects registered under early protocol versions that do not have provisions for a renewed crediting period can apply for one under the most current version of the protocol, if the most current version allows for a renewed crediting period.

Notwithstanding any pre-defined crediting period, projects that become required by law will not be eligible to receive CRTs for the reductions they generate, unless otherwise specified in the protocol. Thus, in most cases, if a project becomes subject to a regulation, ordinance or permitting condition that effectively requires its implementation, the project can no longer be considered additional and its crediting period will be terminated. The crediting period will likewise be terminated if the emission sources affected by a project are included under an emissions cap (e.g., under a state or federal cap-and-trade program) or GHG emissions from the project/project site are directly regulated by a local, state or federal agency. As specified in each protocol, emission reductions may be reported to the Reserve until the date that a regulation or emissions cap takes effect.

Details on the allowable crediting period as well as crediting period renewals for each type of project recognized by the Reserve are contained in each protocol.
Once a project has reached the end of its crediting period(s) and is no longer being issued CRTs, the project is considered “completed.” Although the project is completed, project information remains publicly available through the Reserve software indefinitely.

### 2.4.5 Bundling of Projects

Only certain types of Reserve-recognized GHG projects may be bundled for registration and reporting purposes. Generally, each GHG project, as defined by the project definition and/or project boundary (described in each protocol), must register separately with the Reserve. However, protocols for certain project types may allow project boundaries to span multiple activities or locations. For example, the Livestock Protocol covers centralized manure digesters by allowing the project boundary to include all individual livestock operations that contribute manure to the centralized processing facility, as well as the centralized facility itself. The Reserve has also developed aggregation guidelines for U.S. and Mexico forest projects, which allow forest inventory and verification requirements to be streamlined for individual projects. Grassland projects may go through joint verification and reporting by participating in the cooperative option described in that protocol.

Project developers should check specific protocols and associated guidance documents for direction on whether and how joint reporting and verification is allowed.

### 2.4.6 Regulatory Compliance and Environmental and Social Safeguards

The Reserve requires project developers to demonstrate that their GHG projects will not undermine progress on other environmental issues such as air and water quality, endangered species and natural resource protection, and environmental justice. When registering a project, the project developer must attest that the project was in material compliance with all applicable laws, including environmental regulations, during the verification period. The project developer is also required to disclose any and all instances of non-compliance – material or otherwise – of the project with any law to the Reserve and the verification body.

If a project or project activities have caused a material violation, then CRTs will not be issued for GHG reductions that occurred during the period(s) when the violation occurred. Individual violations due to “acts of nature” or due to administrative or reporting issues (such as an expired permit without any other associated violations or tardiness in filing documentation) are not considered material and will not affect CRT crediting. If it is determined that a project was out of compliance after CRTs have been issued, CRTs may be cancelled for the time period of non-compliance.

A violation is considered to be “caused” by a project or project activities if it can be reasonably argued that the violation would not have occurred in the absence of the project activities. If there is any question of causality, the project developer shall disclose the violation to the verifier.

In addition, individual protocols may contain requirements designed specifically to ensure environmental and social safeguards. Individual protocols may allow for project developers to report measures taken to avoid negative impacts. Individual protocols may also encourage project developers to report on the potential environmental co-benefits of their projects, such as reductions in other air pollutants, improvements in water quality, enhancement of wildlife habitat, etc.
In developing environmental and social safeguard criteria and requirements for specific protocols, the Reserve applies the following general principles:

**Common Agency**
Environmental and social harms will only be considered in determining project eligibility\(^8\) to the extent that they can be attributed to the same agents (e.g., project developers, implementers or operators) in charge of implementing the project. Harms that may occur concurrently with a project, but are caused by other actors, will not be a factor in determining eligibility. The agents responsible, individually or collectively, for implementing projects will be determined during the protocol development process in consultation with stakeholders.

**Proximity**
Only environmental and social harms directly associated with a project activity (i.e., either physically or causally proximate) will be considered:

- Harms directly caused by project activities, regardless of where the harms physically occur, will be a factor in determining eligibility.
- Harms physically proximate to project activities but not directly caused by those activities may also be considered in determining eligibility if they are caused by agents responsible for project implementation. Such harms will be considered only if the agents are *required by the relevant protocol* to be involved in project implementation. Required agents will be specified in the Reserve's protocols, e.g., as part of the project definition or definition of eligible "project developers." If an agent is allowed, but not required, to be involved in project implementation, then physically proximate harms caused by that agent will not be considered (even if such an agent is directly involved with a particular project).
- Harms caused by agents in charge of implementing a project that occur at sites or facilities not linked or co-located with the project will *not* be a factor in determining eligibility.

Both agency and proximity of effects will be considered in the protocol screening and development processes to identify and set clear standards for the application of this policy.

In determining whether environmental and social harms are occurring, the Reserve will use the following criteria:

**Legal Obligation**
The Reserve will rely first and foremost on legal requirements within the jurisdiction(s) where the project is implemented. Project agents that are found to be out of material compliance with applicable laws, regulations or other legal mandates that apply to the project itself or activities proximate to the project will be penalized.

**“Do No Harm” Beyond Legal Requirements**
In some cases, the Reserve may determine, in consultation with stakeholders, that existing legal requirements are insufficient to guarantee protection against important environmental and social harms. In these cases, the Reserve may include additional criteria in protocols to ensure that

---

\(^8\) Either initial eligibility or eligibility to receive credits.
projects will not give rise to these harms, or may screen out certain project types or activities from eligibility under a protocol altogether.

The Reserve coordinates with government agencies and environmental representatives to ensure that its climate-oriented projects complement other environmental policies and programs.

### 2.5 Defining the GHG Assessment Boundary

The GHG Assessment Boundary delineates the GHG sources, sinks, and reservoirs (SSRs) that must be assessed in order to determine the total net change in GHG emissions caused by a GHG reduction project. GHG Assessment Boundaries are defined for each type of project activity addressed in a Reserve protocol.

The GHG Assessment Boundary is not a boundary related to a project’s physical location. Instead, it encompasses all SSRs that could be significantly affected by a project activity, regardless of where such SSRs are located or who owns or controls them. A comprehensive and clearly defined GHG Assessment Boundary is required in order to provide a complete accounting of the net GHG reductions achieved by a project. All SSRs within the GHG Assessment Boundary are included in the calculation of GHG reductions.

SSRs are only included in the GHG Assessment Boundary if a project activity will have a significant effect on their associated GHG emissions or removals. The Reserve determines significance based on an assessment of the range of possible outcomes for a relevant SSR. There is no numerical threshold for significance. Inclusion or exclusion of SSRs is determined for each protocol based on the principles of completeness, accuracy, and conservativeness, and the need for practicality (e.g., related to measurement and monitoring costs). In general, relevant SSRs will only be excluded from the GHG Assessment Boundary if:

1. Projects are likely to reduce GHG emissions (or increase removals) at a SSR, so that excluding the SSR would be conservative (i.e., doing so would result in an underestimation of total net GHG reductions for the project); or
2. The total increase in GHG emissions from all excluded SSRs is likely to be less than five percent of the total GHG reductions achieved by a project.

For each included SSR, the protocols:

- Identify whether the SSR is present in the baseline, project case or both
- Identify whether and how GHG emissions, removals or storage from the SSR will be measured, calculated or estimated
- If GHG emissions, removals or storage will be estimated, justify why values will be estimated rather than measured (or calculated from other measurements)

---


10 See World Resources Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2005. The GHG Protocol for Project Accounting, World Resources Institute, Washington, DC.

11 If excluding SSRs is unavoidable for practical reasons, then calculation and estimation methods related to included SSRs must be made suitably conservative in order to avoid overestimating total net GHG reductions.
Each protocol contains a table that:

- Lists all SSRs potentially affected by a project
- Explains or describes the SSR
- Indicates whether each SSR is included in the GHG Assessment Boundary
- Justifies instances where an SSR is excluded from the GHG Assessment Boundary
- Briefly describes how GHG emission values for the SSR will be determined, and justifies instances where such values will be estimated

Most protocols also contain a schematic diagram showing how different SSRs are related to each other and indicating which SSRs are included in or excluded from the GHG Assessment Boundary.

The Reserve does not restrict the GHGs that may be considered within the GHG Assessment Boundary. Any gas that has been determined by the IPCC to have a radiative forcing effect on the atmosphere may be considered for inclusion in a protocol. Reserve protocols may address gases other than the six GHGs regulated under the Kyoto Protocol (i.e., CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, SF₆, HFCs, and PFCs).

2.5.1 Physical Project Boundaries

For some types of projects, it is necessary to define a physical boundary for a project in addition to a GHG Assessment Boundary. Physical boundaries are defined in terms of the physical area affected by a project activity and possibly specific equipment or facilities involved. Protocols will only require identification of a physical boundary where a physical boundary is necessary to quantify the magnitude of GHG emissions, removals or storage associated with one or more SSRs included in the GHG Assessment Boundary. The primary example would be forest projects, where the amount of carbon stored by a project depends on the area of land on which the project activity takes place.

2.5.2 Leakage Accounting

The term “leakage” is often used to refer to unintended increases in GHG emissions that may result from a GHG reduction project. Generally, leakage occurs at SSRs that are physically distant from the project itself or otherwise outside the project’s physical boundaries. Because the Reserve requires the definition of a comprehensive GHG Assessment Boundary – which must include any and all SSRs associated with significant GHG emissions, regardless of their physical location – Reserve protocols generally do not require an explicit and separate accounting for “leakage” effects. Instead, all effects of a GHG reduction project – both positive and negative – are accounted for without distinguishing one kind of effect from another. This does not mean that Reserve protocols neglect or ignore what other methodologies or protocols identify as “leakage.”

Where helpful for conceptual understanding, Reserve protocols may organize SSRs according to whether they are associated with a project’s “primary” or “secondary” effects. A project’s primary effect is its intended effect on GHG emissions (i.e., intended GHG reductions). Secondary effects are unintended effects on GHG emissions, often associated with leakage.¹²

¹² The terms “primary effect” and “secondary effect” are from the World Resources Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2005. The GHG Protocol for Project Accounting, World Resources Institute, Washington, DC.
2.6 Quantifying GHG Reductions
GHG emission reductions are quantified by comparing actual project GHG emissions to baseline GHG emissions. Baseline emissions are an estimate of the GHG emissions from sources within the GHG Assessment Boundary that would have occurred in the absence of the project (assuming the project is additional and would not have happened anyway). Project emissions are actual GHG emissions that occur at sources within the GHG Assessment Boundary. Project emissions must be subtracted from the baseline emissions to quantify the project’s total net GHG emission reductions. For sequestration projects, the formula is reversed: the baseline carbon sequestration rate is subtracted from the project carbon sequestration rate.

For most protocols, GHG emission reductions must be quantified and verified on at least an annual basis. Project developers may choose to quantify and verify GHG emission reductions on a more frequent basis if they desire and if the protocol allows it. The length of time over which GHG emission reductions are quantified is called a “reporting period.” The length of time over which GHG emission reductions are verified is called a “verification period.” Under some protocols, a verification period may cover multiple reporting periods (see Section 3.4.2).

2.6.1 Global Warming Potentials for Quantifying GHG Reductions
Under the Climate Action Reserve’s offset protocols, projects convert quantities of non-CO₂ greenhouse gases (GHGs) into a quantity of CO₂-equivalent (CO₂e) using the 100-year global warming potential (GWP) values from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Pursuant to the Policy Memo released on July 13, 2022, all projects using Reserve protocols – regardless of version – shall use Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) GWP values. While it is the Reserve’s policy for protocols to take precedence over the Reserve Offset Program Manual in instances where the standards conflict, this policy is an exception to that rule. Note that this policy may be superseded by a future policy memo as GHG accounting practices progress. It is anticipated that the program will regularly move to updated GWP values as they are provided by the IPCC, in accordance with industry best practice.

2.6.2 Estimating Baseline Emissions
Baseline emissions are always subject to uncertainty because they are counterfactual, i.e., they are an estimate of GHG emissions or removals that would have occurred in the absence of the project. Depending on the project type and SSRs involved, many methods can be used to try to estimate baseline emissions. The Reserve uses standardized baselines in its protocols to the extent possible, meaning that the same conservative assumptions, emission factors, and calculation methods are applied to all projects. Standardized baseline approaches seek to avoid case-by-case analysis of individual projects while maintaining overall levels of quantification accuracy and environmental integrity. Within Reserve protocols, however, project-specific calculations and emission factors may be used wherever necessary to ensure accuracy, or where standardized methods would result in estimates that are overly conservative in a large number of cases.

Standardized baselines are developed by considering broad trends (economic, technological, regulatory, and policy) in the industry or sector relevant to a project type and determining what future “business as usual” alternative activities are likely to be. To develop standardized baselines, the Reserve works with stakeholders to determine the most likely alternative

---

13 Assessment Reports of the IPCC may be accessed at: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/
technologies or practices. In many cases, a single practice, activity or technology is assumed to be the common baseline alternative for a class of project activities. In some cases, the performance threshold developed for additionality may also be used as an emissions baseline. After establishing a standard baseline alternative, the Reserve develops specific quantification steps, calculation methods, and formulas to estimate baseline emissions, incorporating site-specific data where appropriate. Depending on the project type, baseline emission estimates may either be fixed at the outset of a project, or they may be regularly updated using actual data collected during the project’s operation (used to infer baseline conditions).

2.6.3 Quantifying Project Emissions
Project GHG emissions are quantified based as much as possible on actual measurements of project activity performance. GHG emissions for each SSR may be measured directly, or calculated from measurements of parameters from which GHG emissions can be derived. For SSRs where direct or indirect measurements are too costly or infeasible, project GHG emissions may be estimated using standard assumptions or models.

2.6.4 Quantification Methods
The Reserve develops methods to calculate baseline and project emissions that meet an acceptable level of accuracy. As a general rule, methods should ensure 95% confidence that actual emissions are within +/- 5% of measured or calculated values, although required levels of accuracy will often depend on the specific magnitudes involved and their materiality. Methods may employ one or more of the following approaches:

- **Emission factor** approaches use input data multiplied by specific emission factors that approximate emissions per unit of the input. The factors are derived from research or model simulations and they are typically categorized by variables such as geographic location, local climate data, tree species, equipment standards, etc.

- **Dynamic models** estimate processes that cause GHG emissions (or biological carbon sequestration). Model users input specific parameters and the model generates emission or removal estimates. Research studies identify the parameters as important drivers of emissions or removals. Sometimes the parameter may be chosen from data provided by the Reserve or they may need to be measured at the project location.

- **Direct emission measurement** uses special instruments that monitor the flow of GHGs from the source into the atmosphere. This involves instrumentation and monitoring of GHG emission sources onsite.

2.6.4.1 Quantification Uncertainty and Conservativeness
Where cost-effective methods for quantifying GHG emissions or carbon storage yield uncertain estimates (e.g., greater than a five percent range), it may not be possible to accurately quantify baseline or project emissions. In these cases, Reserve protocols must use conservative assumptions and/or parameter values that will tend to underestimate, rather than overestimate, total GHG reductions and removals.

2.6.5 Calculating GHG Reductions or Removals
GHG reductions are calculated by periodically comparing the baseline to the project over a certain time period, usually one year.

The general formula for calculating GHG reductions is:
GHG Reductions = Baseline Emissions – Project Emissions

Positive GHG reductions are achieved when the project results in lower GHG emissions to the atmosphere over a certain time period compared to what would have happened absent the project activity.

For biological carbon sequestration projects, the general formula for calculating GHG removals is:

\[
\text{GHG Removals} = (\text{Incremental Project Sequestration} - \text{Incremental Baseline Sequestration}) + (\text{Baseline Emissions} - \text{Project Emissions})
\]

Positive GHG removals are achieved when the project results in more carbon sequestered in biological carbon stocks over a certain time period than would have been in the absence of the project activity.

2.6.6 Immediate Crediting for Future Avoided Emissions

In accordance with recognized principles for carbon offset quality, the Reserve has upheld a general policy against “forward crediting” of GHG emission reductions. Forward crediting occurs when credits are issued for GHG reductions before such reductions have occurred and before the activities that caused such reductions have been verified.\(^{14}\) Subject to certain conditions, however, the Reserve does credit reductions upfront when a verified action results in the immediate avoidance of a future stream of GHG emissions. Please see the Reserve’s policy memo on this subject, available at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/.

Separate from its ex post offset crediting program, the Reserve has developed a program, Climate Forward, for the purpose of recognizing and crediting anticipated future streams of emission reductions. This program specifically issues GHG emission reduction credits (not offsets) on an ex ante basis. Climate Forward provides a practical solution to companies and organizations seeking cost-effective mitigation of anticipated (i.e., future) operational and/or project-related GHG emissions. Climate Forward facilitates investments in GHG reduction activities that are practical, scientifically-sound, transparent, and aligned with forward-looking mitigation needs. For more information, please visit the Climate Forward website at https://climateforward.org/.

2.7 Project Monitoring

Monitoring of GHG projects is required in order to determine project performance, quantify actual GHG emissions, and in some cases, calibrate baseline emissions estimates. Under all Reserve protocols, GHG reductions are quantified only based on actual project monitoring data. Monitoring requirements are specified in each protocol and include provisions for:

- Monitoring GHG emissions or removals associated with SSRs within the GHG Assessment Boundary
- Monitoring other data related to assumptions underlying GHG emissions and/or carbon stock estimates

- Documenting data storage and quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) measures
- Ensuring all project components are operated in a manner consistent with the manufacturer’s recommendations
- Ensuring all monitoring instruments are calibrated and maintained as specified by the manufacturer

The Reserve requires a monitoring plan to be established for all monitoring and reporting activities associated with a project. The monitoring plan serves as the basis for verification bodies to confirm that the monitoring and reporting requirements in each protocol have been met and that consistent, rigorous monitoring and record-keeping is ongoing at the project site. Monitoring plans must cover all aspects of monitoring and reporting contained in a protocol and must specify how data for all relevant parameters will be collected and recorded. Each protocol specifies in a table the parameters that must be monitored and how data for each parameter must be acquired (e.g., from measurement, calculation, approved references or operating records).

At a minimum, a monitoring plan must stipulate the frequency of data acquisition; a record keeping plan; the frequency of instrument field check and calibration activities; and the role of individuals performing each specific monitoring activity. Monitoring plans should include QA/QC provisions to ensure that data acquisition and meter calibration are carried out consistently and with precision.

Finally, monitoring plans for most protocols must include procedures that project developers will follow to ascertain and demonstrate that the project passes the legal requirement test for additionality.

### 2.8 Ensuring Permanence of GHG Reductions

Because CO₂ and other GHG emissions remain in the atmosphere for very long periods of time, offsetting reductions in GHG emissions must effectively be permanent. The Reserve defines “permanence” as being equivalent to the radiative forcing benefits of removing CO₂ from the atmosphere for 100 years. Some types of offset projects, however, cause GHG reductions by removing CO₂ from the atmosphere and storing it in a reservoir (e.g., in trees or other organic materials, or in geologic formations). In these cases, there is a risk that CO₂ may be re-emitted to the atmosphere, leading to a “reversal” of GHG reductions. A reversal occurs when the total amount of CO₂ stored by a project becomes less than the total number of CRTs issued to the project. This can happen, for example, if some or all of the trees associated with a forest project are destroyed by fire, disease or intentional harvesting.

The Reserve requires that reversals be compensated for in order to ensure the integrity of CRTs and to maintain their effectiveness at offsetting GHG emissions. Specific rules and conditions for reversal compensation are detailed in individual protocols. Generally, the Reserve requires that CRTs be retired in proportion to any reversals, such that the total number of issued CRTs does not exceed the total quantity of CO₂ stored by a project over a sufficiently long period of time.

In some individual protocols, the Reserve may offer the option of “Tonne-Year Accounting” as an alternative mechanism to ensure the permanence of CRTs related to reversible emission reductions. In those cases, the protocol will specify when a project is subject to reversal risk, and how any reversal is to be quantified and compensated.
2.8.1 Maintenance and Disposition of the Buffer Pool

The Reserve maintains a buffer pool composed of credits from project types with identified risk of unavoidable reversal. Credits within the buffer pool from different project types are functionally distinct, despite the buffer pool being administered in one comprehensive account in the Reserve registry. For example, grassland credits in the buffer pool will be used to compensate for reversals of grassland projects, while forest credits in the buffer pool will be used to compensate for reversals of forest projects. Similarly, credits that have been granted eligible status for use in programs outside of the Reserve, but for which the Reserve follows a formal eligibility or qualification process, will be used to compensate for reversals of credits with the same status. The Reserve will retire credits out of the buffer pool to compensate for reversals on a First In First Out (FIFO) basis, after identifying which credits meet the aforementioned criteria for reversal compensation.

Buffer pool contributions are established by each protocol, in accordance with the best available literature. In the highly unlikely event that the buffer pool does not contain sufficient supply of credits for a certain project type or program eligibility qualification to compensate for identified, unavoidable reversals for that same project type or program eligibility qualification, the Reserve may opt to retire buffer pool credits of another type. If the aggregate buffer pool still is not sufficient for addressing any identified unavoidable reversals, a situation the Reserve believes to be close to impossible (or indicative of an environmental catastrophe hard to imagine), the Reserve will assess the situation and pursue one or more of the following options depending on what is most suitable:

- Require an increased buffer pool contribution from existing projects
- Revise reversal risk ratings within relevant protocols upwards for future reporting to compensate for the unavoidable reversals
- Purchase and retire an adequate amount of similar credits through the Reserve’s Blind Trust
- Consult with affected project developers to determine an appropriate course of action

2.9 Avoiding Double Counting of Emission Reductions

Double counting is “a situation in which a single greenhouse gas emission reduction or removal is counted more than once towards achieving climate change mitigation. Double counting can occur through double issuance, double use, and double claiming.” The Reserve program guards against each form of possible double counting in different ways. The combination of these safeguards should mitigate the risk of double counting in all its forms.

The first layer of safeguards to avoid double counting is applied at the level of protocols. The initial safeguard is through the process for screening protocols for development and adoption by the Reserve. Section 4.2 provides details regarding the selection of project types with low risk of double counting. The next safeguard to avoid double counting is via the act of protocol development. During this process, decisions are made regarding the determination of additionality and the defining of the GHG Assessment Boundary. Both of these processes can reduce the risk of double counting where project activities or GHG sources are covered by other programs.

The next layer of safeguards is implemented at the program level. When a project is submitted for listing with the Reserve, staff conduct a review of other carbon project registries to ensure that the project is not seeking GHG credits for a concurrent period of time. There are specific circumstances under which a project may be listed in multiple registries at the same time without risk of double counting. For example, a project may have transferred to the Reserve from another registry without any temporal overlap in crediting. When a project is submitted for registration, following review of the verification report, Reserve staff will once again conduct a review of other carbon project registries. Project developers also sign a legal Attestation of Title prior to each registration. Through this form they attest, and thus accept liability, that the relevant emission reductions are not registered in any other program, or in the Reserve under another project.

The registry itself is designed to mitigate the risk of double counting through transparency. Each CRT has a unique serial number, identifying, among other things, the location of the project, the relevant protocol, and the vintage year of the GHG reductions. All issuances and retirements are immediately public. Cancellations for other programs are made public. Any user may review all CRT retirements and view the serial numbers, as well as the reason for retirement. In addition, verification reports are made public, providing an additional source of detailed information regarding the generation of the GHG reductions.

The Reserve, through its Terms of Use, prohibits account holders from selling issued credits to more than one entity at a given time (“double selling”), through the registry system or through arrangements (contractual or otherwise) outside of the registry system. Furthermore, the Reserve’s Terms of Use requires that credits are only held or retired by the entity that is the sole holder of legal title and all Beneficial Ownership Rights (as defined in the Reserve’s TOU). This registry system itself does not allow for more than one entity to hold one credit.

In addition to its ongoing programmatic requirements to prevent double counting, the Reserve will also adhere to any current and future requirements established by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and any relevant emission reduction project’s host country to prevent double counting. In cases where Reserve credits are being transferred to meet Article 6 requirements of the Paris Agreement (i.e., Article 6.2 and 6.4) pertaining to nationally determined contributions (NDCs) targets and/or to meet CORSIA requirements, the Reserve requires host country authorization if any instance where a corresponding adjustment is mandated by the relevant authorities. The Reserve will facilitate this process, but it is the responsibility of the credit holder to notify the Reserve of the intent to transfer the credits for such purposes and to obtain the authorization. The Reserve will be responsible for documenting Corresponding Adjustments on the registry (including confirming that the host country has made the Corresponding Adjustment and it has been reported to the UNFCCC) and reporting to relevant parties (Host Countries, relevant Parties, and ICAO). The registry system will disclose: 1) authorization status of credits; 2) host country authorization letters; 3) purpose of credit retirement/cancellation as they pertain to CORSIA requirements, NDC targets, or for Other International Mitigation Purposes. Section 2.9.1 details the requirements for how double claiming is addressed for CORSIA-eligible credits.

2.9.1 Avoiding Double Claiming Under CORSIA (Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation)

ICAO’s global carbon offsetting mechanism, Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA), requires that CORSIA Eligible Emissions Units (post-2020) are
only counted once towards a mitigation obligation. Programs are required to have procedures and policies in place to address double issuance, double use, and double claiming. Section 2.9 details the Reserve safeguards and process for avoiding double issuance and double use. Additionally, the Reserve requires the following procedures to meet CORSIA obligations to avoid double claiming that may result from an emission reduction being counted towards the mitigation effort of both an airline and the host country. Ultimately, where a credited project activity is covered by a country’s NDC target, the host country must authorize use of Reserve credits by airline operators under CORSIA for the credits from that project activity to be considered CORSIA-eligible. Project developers can initiate the process to avoid double claiming any time after projects have been listed with the Reserve.

**Process to Avoiding Double Claiming Under CORSIA**

When a Project Developer wishes for their credits to be deemed CORSIA-eligible, the following steps must be taken by the Project Developer and the Reserve to determine if the credits meet the double claiming requirements:

1. The Reserve and Project Developer identify the country where the emissions reductions occurred (project location).
2. The Reserve and the Project Developer identify the calendar years (vintage) in which the emissions reductions/removals occurred.
3. The Reserve and the Project Developer determine whether there is a need for corresponding adjustments (per rules under the Paris Agreement)

*If a corresponding adjustment is required, the following steps are to be taken:*

1. The Reserve and the Project Developer request a Host Country Letter of Authorization. Refer to Section 2.9.1.1 for requirements for the authorization letter.
2. Once the Host Country issues the authorization letter, it will be made publicly available by the Reserve and the associated credits are deemed CORSIA-eligible in the registry. At this time credits can be retired to meet CORSIA obligations.

**Reporting and reconciliation requirements**

1. Annually the Reserve will report on CORSIA-eligible credits within the program. The Reserve will report the following information to ICAO and Host Countries within the second quarter of the calendar year (the time period when countries are expected to file their biennial reports) for the previous year:
   a. Quantity of credits authorized by host countries for CORSIA
   b. Corresponding Adjustments confirmed by the Reserve authorized credits.
   c. Quantity of CORSIA-eligible credits issued and retired for CORSIA and other purposes (voluntary mitigation, if a corresponding adjustment is required)
   d. Quantity of CORSIA-eligible credits retired by airline operators, specified by CORSIA compliance period.
   e. Quantity of CORSIA-eligible credits double-claimed and compensated by the Reserve, if any.

---


*Please ensure that you are using the latest version of the Reserve Offset Program Manual at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/*
2. The Reserve confirms the adjustment has been made by the Host Country. Host Countries are required to report information about their NDC targets, authorizations, and adjustments in the country’s initial report in conjunction with their biennial transparency reports, in updated annexes to the initial report, and ongoing annual reports to the UNFCCC. When the reports become available, the Reserve will review these reports and reconcile the information with the Reserve’s activity. The Reserve will post evidence in the registry illustrating that the adjustment has been made by the host country. This information will also be reported to ICAO and UNFCCC. This process will happen no less frequently than annually. See Section 2.9.1.2 for procedures to be followed if the Host Country has not made the requisite corresponding adjustment.

   a. Additionally, the Reserve will report to ICAO, UNFCCC, Host Countries, and other relevant bodies, at their request to ensure ongoing transparency.

The Reserve’s registry will ensure the transparency and accuracy of these steps, and all transactions related to this process will be documented at the credit level to avoid double counting. This information will be publicly available and easily queried by any stakeholder. The following information will be available (at a minimum):

- Project developer
- Project-level information:
  - Information about the project activity
  - GHG SSRs included
  - Geographical information
- Credit-level data:
  - Vintage
  - Designation if the credits are CORSIA eligible
  - Indication if the credits are from a project activity that is covered by a host country target
  - Retirement and cancelation information indicating the airline operator and year the obligation for offsetting is met.
- Host country information:
  - Authorization letters
  - Information pertaining to the completion of the adjustment by the host country

### 2.9.1.1 Host Country Letter of Authorization Requirements

Host Country Letters of Authorization need provide sufficient information to allow the Reserve to have assurance that the Host Country will properly account for the use of credits being used to meet CORSIA obligations to ensure there is no double claiming of credits. It is the project developer’s responsibility to obtain from the Host Country’s National Focal Point (or focal point designee) the letter of authorization if they require their credits to be CORSIA-eligible. The Letter of Authorization must include the following information:

1. Specify the Reserve’s project information (project number, project name, and project developer)
2. The Host County must acknowledge that the Reserve has issued or will issue credits to a particular activity that will result in a specified number of credits (quantity should be disclosed of emissions reductions/removals within the country). The Reserve will require
that emissions reductions/removals are recalculated in cases where Reserve credits were based on Global Warming Potentials that are inconsistent with that used by the country as part of its NDC reporting. For these purposes the GWPs summarized in the 5th Assessment Report (or subsequent updates) will be used for proper accounting.

3. Authorize credits from the specified project to be used by airplane operators to meet CORSIA obligations.

4. Affirm and acknowledge that the host country will not use the specified project’s emission reductions/removals for meeting its NDC and it will make a Corresponding Adjustment to account for the use of these emission reductions/removals by airline operators meeting CORSIA obligations.

5. Affirm and acknowledge that the host country will demonstrate that Corresponding Adjustments have been completed through the required reporting requirements, in the country’s biennial transparency reports (as required by the Annex to decision 18/CMA.1, and consistent with decisions in 2/CMA.3 and also including any relevant future decisions by the CMA\(^{17}\))

6. Specify how it defines “first transfer” (when reporting obligations are triggered) as either at 1) authorization, 2) issuance, or 3) the use or cancellation of the mitigation outcome.

Optionally, the Letter of Authorization may provide additional authorizations or limitations, including 1) authorize the use of the specified project’s emission reductions/removals to be used towards another country’s NDC target or for voluntary purposes; 2) limit the amount, time period, or use of emissions reductions/removals it authorizes for the specified project, 3) request the Reserve provide information about authorized credits to the country.

The Reserve has a letter template that can be used at the discretion of the Host Country.

2.9.1.2 Compensating for Double Claimed Credits

In instances where a Corresponding Adjustment is not made by the Host Country and the credits were used to meet a CORSIA obligation and/or if the adjustment cannot be confirmed by the Reserve, the Project Developer is responsible for compensating for the double claimed credits. The Project Developer must replace any double-claimed credits with an equal volume of CORSIA-eligible credits on the Reserve’s registry. The Reserve will cancel these credits in the registry to compensate for the double claimed credits. The Reserve will seek compensation no later than 6 months after the adjustment should have been reported by the Host Country to the UNFCCC. Notification will be sent to ICAO, UNFCCC and the Host Country, indicating that the Reserve has compensated for double claimed credits.

\(^{17}\) CMA - Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement

\(^{18}\) CMA Decisions are available at: [https://unfccc.int/decisions](https://unfccc.int/decisions)
3 Program Rules and Procedures

3.1 Reserve Offset Program Manual

This manual contains details on the Reserve’s program, policies, and requirements. Users of the Reserve program, including verification bodies, are subject to the requirements and guidance specified in the most recent version of the Reserve Offset Program Manual. The Reserve Offset Program Manual is considered effective as of the date it is posted on the Reserve website. All account holders and verification bodies are notified when an update to the Reserve Offset Program Manual is released, and the manual is available on the Reserve’s Program Manuals and Policies webpage at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/.

3.1.1 Revisions to the Reserve Offset Program Manual

Between updates, the Reserve may release policy memos that update or replace guidance in the Reserve Offset Program Manual or protocols. These memos are considered effective on the date they are posted on the Reserve website; users of the Reserve program and verification bodies must follow the guidance specified in the memo from that date forward. All account holders and verification bodies are notified when a policy memo is released, and memos are posted on the Reserve’s Program Manuals and Policies webpage at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-manual/.

In most cases, the contents of the memos are incorporated into the next update of the Reserve Offset Program Manual.

3.2 Start Date

In general, the start date for a project corresponds to the start of activity that generates GHG reductions or removals. Specific requirements for determining the start date of a project are contained in each protocol. Project start date is used in determining project eligibility and initiates a project’s crediting period.

Although the project start date is defined by each protocol, the date that begins the project’s initial verification period is not. A project must begin its initial verification period on the project start date. This ensures that all project emissions within the GHG Assessment Boundary are accounted for from the project start date until the end of its crediting period.

It is possible that a project developer may not have implemented the appropriate monitoring or QA/QC procedures per the protocol on the project start date. Regardless, the project developer must still begin the initial verification period on the project start date. The project developer shall claim no emission reductions for any time period that the project cannot meet the data, monitoring or QA/QC requirements of the protocol. The verification body must confirm with reasonable assurance that project emissions were not greater than baseline emissions during a verification period, including the time period from the project start date until the protocol requirements were met. Verification bodies shall perform a review of project documentation and calculations for such a time period and may use professional judgment when assessing available project documentation.
If the verifier cannot confirm with reasonable assurance that project emissions were less than or equal to baseline emissions for the verification period, the Reserve will make a determination of action on a case-by-case basis.

### 3.3 Project Registration

This section summarizes the administrative steps a project developer must follow to register a project with the Climate Action Reserve. The timing of project registration may be independent of its start date. In other words, projects may be submitted after they begin operation (subject to the eligibility restrictions on the project start date described above) or before they begin operation. However, the steps outlined in this section must be followed in order for the Reserve to issue CRTs to a project.

Detailed information on the Reserve’s software operating procedures, including step-by-step instructions for creating accounts, entering information, receiving CRTs, and transferring CRTs among accounts can be found in the Reserve’s User Guide: http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

#### 3.3.1 Fee Structure Summary

The Reserve imposes required fees that are charged to account holders during the project registration process (Sections 3.3.2 to 3.3.13). A summary of those fees is below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve Account Fees (Effective July 1, 2017)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Account Setup Fee</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Maintenance Fee (annual per project)</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Re-activation Fee</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Owner Account Setup Fee (for aggregated projects/cooperatives only)</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Owner Account Maintenance Fee (annual, for aggregated projects/cooperatives only)</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Submittal Fee under a Reserve Protocol (per project)</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Variance Review Fee (per request)</td>
<td>$1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Transfer Fee (per project transferred between account holders, paid by the transferee)</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Registration Extension (per request)</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Issuance Fee (per CRT issued)</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Transfer Fee (per CRT transferred between account holders, paid by the transferor)</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement (per CRT retired)</td>
<td>no charge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19 All fees in this table are limited to the Reserve’s voluntary offset program. Fees related to the Reserve’s work as an Offset Project Registry (OPR) under the California Cap-and-Trade system can be found at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/program-fees/.
3.3.2 Account Registration
As a first step, an account must be set up with the Reserve. Account registration only needs to occur once; any number of projects can be registered under the same account.

Any person or organization may apply for a Reserve account regardless of location or affiliation. Account applications are completed through the Reserve software. Along with completing an online application, each user must also agree to the legal Terms of Use for the Reserve. The Terms of Use binds users of both the Reserve software and the program itself to the terms laid out in the protocols, the Reserve Offset Program and Verification Manuals, and the Operating Procedures as modified from time to time. The Terms of Use document can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

When a new account is approved by the Reserve, the account holder will receive an invoice for the account maintenance fee. Payment is due within 30 days of approval to avoid cancellation of the new account.

Account management can be shared between the account owner and another party provided a Designation of Authority form has been completed (see Section 3.3.2.2).

3.3.2.1 Types of Accounts
There are six types of accounts in the Reserve:

1. **Project Developer**. An account type for organizations that wish to register projects that generate GHG reductions or removals. This account type can also be used to transfer and manage CRTs. Users of this account type are also able to function as project aggregators or cooperative developers, enabling the management of CRTs on behalf of multiple projects formally registered as part of an aggregation or cooperative, as allowed under certain protocols.

2. **Trader/Broker/Retailer**. This type of account allows the transfer and management of CRTs, but not registration of projects.

3. **Verifier**. An account type for verification bodies that have been trained and authorized by the Reserve to verify projects. There is no annual account fee for verification bodies.

4. **Reviewer**. This account type is only for those who have been asked by the Reserve to serve as a project reviewer. There is no annual account fee for reviewers.

5. **Client**. This type of account is for any individual or entity that wishes to retire CRTs but not develop its own projects.

6. **Project Owner (limited)**. This account type is designated for use by project participants participating in a cooperative or aggregate according to protocol-specific rules and procedures. This account type allows the registration of projects that are formally part of a cooperative or an aggregation. It is intended for use when the owner of the GHG reduction rights (the Project Owner) is not the entity carrying out project development activities in the registry system. This account type may also be used for limited transfers of CRTs under the terms and restrictions imposed by the relevant protocol and/or aggregation guidance and does not include privileges for retiring CRTs.

The public also has the ability to view information on the Reserve, but an account is not needed to view publicly available information.
3.3.2.2 Designation of Authority
A project developer and trader/broker/retailer account holder may designate an agent to access the Reserve software on their behalf.

Account holders must complete the Designation of Authority form to specify agents besides themselves who will have access to all information contained in their account. An example of an account holder agent would be a technical consultant hired by the project developer to manage a project on their behalf.

An account holder agent will have all the rights and responsibilities of the account holder and will also be bound by the Reserve Terms of Use. The Designation of Authority form can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

3.3.3 Project Submittal
Project developers must complete and upload the appropriate project submittal forms for the project type and pay a project submittal fee to the Reserve. Submittal forms are specific to the project type and include project descriptions and preliminary information used to assess eligibility. The submittal forms for each type of project are available for download at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/. A project is considered “submitted” when all of the appropriate forms have been completed, uploaded and submitted through the Reserve software.

3.3.4 Requests for Variances from Protocol Requirements
The Reserve will allow variances from protocol requirements only where Reserve staff determines that such variances are acceptable. Variances are only granted for deviations from requirements related to monitoring or measuring of GHG reductions or removals. The Reserve will not consider variances related to project eligibility criteria, or to the general methodological approaches for quantifying GHG reductions or removals specified in a protocol.

Reserve protocols are standardized documents developed through a transparent, stakeholder-driven process during which public input is solicited and considered thoroughly. Through this process, a single set of requirements and methodologies is established for all projects. If a requested variance diverges significantly from the approved methodology in a protocol, in that it requires extensive analysis of site-specific features and/or employs concepts not fully vetted through public consultation, the variance will be denied.

Variance requests that affect eligibility rules or methodological approaches cannot be granted, but if a request appears to have merit and may have application beyond a single project, it may be a candidate for future work and inclusion in future protocol revisions. Therefore, while a variance may not be approved at the time of submittal, the Reserve may elect to initiate work to explore the issue further if the resolution may be extrapolated, standardized, and used to inform future protocol revisions. If a future version of a protocol addresses the request for variance in such a way that the project would meet the requirements of the revised protocol, the project may be re-submitted and will not be deemed ineligible because of start date requirements (i.e., that the project must be submitted within six months of the project start date – see Section 2.4.3).

To submit a variance request, the project developer must complete and submit a Request for Project Variance form and pay the associated fee. No variance request will be considered until the project in question has been formally submitted to the Reserve. Each variance request is
only applicable to a single project. A project developer seeking a similar variance on multiple projects must still submit a variance request for each project.

Upon receipt of the appropriate documentation and payment of the invoice, the Reserve will review the variance and will provide explicit, written acceptance to the project developer if the variance is approved. Decisions on variances are considered *sui generis* and are not precedent-setting. The Reserve retains the right to reject a variance, request further documentation or impose additional constraints and/or discount factors on the proposed monitoring or measuring methods. There is no process to appeal the denial of a variance; the decision to approve or deny a variance request lies solely with the Reserve. If the Reserve approves a variance request, a letter describing the variance granted will be sent to the project developer and will be made publicly available.

The Reserve also maintains a publicly-accessible Variance Tracking Log, which provides a summary list of all variance requests approved by the Reserve. The variance log can be downloaded at [http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/](http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/).

The Request for Project Variance form can be downloaded at [http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/](http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/).

### 3.3.5 Project Listing

Once the project submittal fee has been received, the Reserve reviews the forms to determine whether they are complete and conducts a preliminary assessment of the project’s eligibility according to the eligibility criteria set forth within the appropriate protocol. Once this review is satisfactorily completed, the project is “listed” and made publicly available on the Reserve. Project verification activities cannot begin until a project is listed. Review of submitted forms will generally take no more than 10 business days.

Note that a project may be verified against the protocol version in place at the time of project submittal as long as the project is verified by its verification deadline (see Section 3.4.2). As long as a project meets it verification deadline, a project developer is not required to verify against a new protocol version, even if one becomes effective in between the time a project is submitted and registered. Project developers always have the option, however, of voluntarily choosing to verify against the most recent version of a protocol at any time.

Listing a project does not constitute a validation or verification of the project or its eligibility; it is a preliminary review of project information provided to the Reserve by the project developer. It is not a final determination of the eligibility of the project, nor does it guarantee CRT issuance or CRT ownership. Project registration and CRT issuance is contingent upon the submission and approval of all required forms and documents for a particular project type, including, but not limited to:

- Attestation of Title (see Section 3.3.6)
- Attestation of Voluntary Implementation (see Section 3.3.7)
- Attestation of Regulatory Compliance (see Section 3.3.8)
- NOVA/COI form (see Section 3.3.9)
- Verification Report, Verification Statement, and List of Findings

The required forms and documents for registration under each project type can be found at [http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/](http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/).
3.3.6 Attestation of Title
All project developers must submit a signed Attestation of Title form indicating that they have exclusive ownership rights to the GHG reductions or removals associated with the project and for which the Reserve will issue CRTs. In addition, the project developer agrees that ownership of the GHG reductions or removals will not be sold or transferred except through the transfer of CRTs in accordance with the Reserve Terms of Use policies.

This form shall be signed and submitted after the conclusion of each verification period for a project, as specified in each protocol. Note that the entity/individual signing the Attestation of Title (and the other attestation forms) must be the account holder who submitted the project. Projects will not be registered unless the account holder and signatory to the attestation forms match.

The Attestation of Title form can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

3.3.7 Attestation of Voluntary Implementation
All project developers must submit a signed Attestation of Voluntary Implementation form that confirms the project was implemented and established voluntarily and continues to operate as such. The project developer attests that at no time was the project required to be enacted by any law, statute, rule, regulation or other legally binding mandate by any federal, state, local or foreign governmental or regulatory agency having jurisdiction over the project.

This form is signed and submitted after the conclusion of each verification period (unless otherwise exempted by the protocol under which the project is registered). The Attestation of Voluntary Implementation, along with activities detailed in the project’s monitoring plan, are the primary mechanisms by which the project passes the legal requirement test, as specified in each protocol.

The Attestation of Voluntary Implementation form can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

3.3.8 Attestation of Regulatory Compliance
All project developers must sign and submit an Attestation of Regulatory Compliance form after the conclusion of each verification period, as specified in each protocol. By signing this form, the project developer attests to the project’s compliance status throughout the project verification period. The form identifies specific dates during the verification period over which the project was in material compliance with all laws. In addition, the form confirms that the project developer has disclosed to its verification body in writing any and all instances of non-compliance of the project with any law. The Attestation of Regulatory Compliance form and the accompanying disclosure to the verification body of non-compliance events are the primary mechanisms by which the project passes the regulatory compliance eligibility criterion, as specified in each protocol.

The Attestation of Regulatory Compliance form can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

3.3.9 Conflict of Interest Evaluation and Initiation of Project Verification
As described in Section 3.4, the Reserve requires third-party verification of all GHG reductions by an ISO-accredited and Reserve-approved verification body. Once the project developer has
selected a verification body, the verification body must submit a Notice of Verification Activities and Conflict of Interest (NOVA/COI) evaluation form to the Reserve at least 10 business days prior to the commencement of verification activities. This form includes the scope of proposed verification activities and other required information used to assess the potential for conflict of interest between the verification body and the project developer. In order for verification activities to begin, the Reserve must determine that the potential for conflict of interest between the project developer and the verification body is low or can be mitigated. The conflict of interest evaluation must be completed before verification activities can begin. The NOVA/COI form is available for download at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

Once the conflict of interest evaluation is complete, the project developer must upload the required attestations and enter project data into the Reserve software, and then submit the project for verification. Required data is described in each protocol, and can include project information, monitored GHG emissions data, estimated GHG emission reductions, and other data required by the project monitoring guidelines. Once the project has been submitted by the project developer, the Reserve software automatically notifies the verification body that the project is ready for verification.

The verification body then reviews the project data in the Reserve software, performs verification activities, conducts site visits as needed, and verifies that the listed project has fully complied with the appropriate protocol and that the GHG reductions or removals have been appropriately quantified. The verification body then submits a Verification Report, Verification Statement, and List of Findings through the Reserve software.

3.3.10 Approval of Verification and Project Registration
Once the verification body completes the Verification Statement, Verification Report, and List of Findings, the project developer reviews the verification body’s documents and then formally submits the project to the Reserve for final approval of the verification. The Reserve reviews the submission for completeness, reviews the Verification Statement, Verification Report, and List of Findings, and either approves the verification or requests a re-submittal of one or more components. Upon approval, the project developer receives an invoice for the issuance of CRTs generated by the project.

A project becomes “registered” the first time it is verified and accepted by the Reserve. The status of the project then changes from listed to registered in the Reserve software. See Section 3.4 below and the Reserve Verification Program Manual for further information about the project verification cycle.

3.3.11 Project Completion
A project is considered “completed” when it is no longer reporting to the Reserve. A project may be considered completed because it reaches the end of its crediting period(s), becomes ineligible or the project developer voluntarily chooses not to continue reporting. The reason for the completed status is noted in the Reserve system. Once a project is completed, project information remains publicly available indefinitely.

3.3.12 Record Keeping
According to the Terms of Use, the Reserve has the right to examine, audit, and obtain copies of users’ records from the most recent 12-month period. The Reserve does not anticipate this being a routine need, but rather a rare event to verify the accuracy of any attestation, transfer or
statement, or to review account holders’ performance of obligations under the protocols, the Terms of Use or the Reserve’s Operating Procedures.

Project developer account holders on the Reserve must also maintain copies of all relevant records related to their projects and associated account usage for the time period specified in each protocol.

3.3.13 Publicly Available Information
The Reserve is intended to serve both account holders and the interested public. To this end, information about each project registered with the Reserve is accessible to the public. This openness and transparency provides interested parties with valuable information and helps instill confidence in the Reserve and enhance the credibility of the offset credits it certifies.

The public and all account holders can access the following information online:

- **Participating companies.** Organizations that have an active Reserve account (address or contact information is not disclosed).
- **Projects.** Projects that are listed or registered with the Reserve. Rejected project submittals and projects that are de-listed prior to registration and/or CRT issuance are not displayed; however, information will be made publicly available indefinitely for any project to which CRTs have been issued, regardless of whether the project is completed, terminated or transferred to another program.
- **Project CRTs issued.** Projects for which CRTs have been issued along with the quantity of CRTs issued to each project. Current CRT balances in individual accounts are not automatically displayed.
- **Search of CRT serial numbers.** The Reserve software allows searching for a CRT serial number by batch number or block start or end numbers. This search feature is designed for someone who wants to see details about a given CRT batch (for example, a CRT buyer). It cannot be used to search every CRT issued for a company or project. Search results include whether the CRTs are active or retired and, if retired, the time and date of retirement.
- **Accounts disclosed to public.** Active or retired CRT balances that account holders have chosen to be shown to the general public.
- **Retired CRTs.** Displays the CRTs that have been retired by account holders.

Information that is never shared with the public includes:

- Company street addresses
- Company phone, fax or email addresses
- Internal company information, like billing addresses
- Any person’s contact information

Account holders’ contact information is not used by the Reserve except to notify users of important system occurrences and policy updates and is not shared with other parties.

3.4 Project Verification
The Reserve requires periodic third-party verification of all GHG projects, as specified in each protocol. This provides an independent review of data and information used to register CRTs. For every project, a third-party verification body reviews documentation, monitoring data, and
procedures used to estimate GHG reductions or removals. The verification body submits a Verification Statement and Verification Report that provide the basis for determining the quantity of CRTs that can be issued to the project. The Reserve makes these documents publicly available. Verifiers conducting verification activities for projects listed or registered on the Reserve must be trained by the Reserve or its approved designees and employed by or subcontracted to an accredited verification body. A list of accredited verification bodies is available at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/verification/connect-with-a-verification-body/.

Verification bodies follow guidelines set forth in the Reserve Offset Program Manual and Verification Program Manual, as well as rules and procedures described in the specific verification guidance that is included in each protocol.

3.4.1 Validation

Validation involves determining the project methodology and a project’s eligibility to generate GHG reductions or removals. Unlike some other offset programs, the Reserve does not require that validation be conducted. Eligibility criteria and methodologies for emission reduction calculations are built into the Reserve protocols. Because the Reserve’s eligibility criteria are mostly standardized, determination of eligibility is usually straightforward and requires minimal interpretative judgment by verification bodies. The first time a project is verified, verification bodies are required to affirm the project’s eligibility according to the rules defined in the relevant protocol. Project developers may choose to have a project verified without verifying CRTs for issuance in order to establish its eligibility for registration and provide more certainty to potential CRT buyers or sellers. However, when a project developer is seeking to register CRTs, a full verification must be conducted. See the Verification Program Manual for more information.

3.4.2 Reporting Period and Verification Period

GHG emission reductions are generally quantified and verified on an annual basis. Some protocols allow project developers to verify GHG emission reductions on a more frequent or less frequent basis if they desire. The length of time over which GHG emission reductions are quantified and reported to the Reserve is called a “reporting period.” The length of time over which GHG reductions are verified is called a “verification period.” Under some protocols, the reporting period and the verification period are identical, and no distinction is made between these terms (the protocol may refer only to a “reporting period”). Other protocols distinguish between the two and the maximum period for each is specified. Note that some protocols may allow the verification period to cover multiple reporting periods. However, the end date of a verification period must always correspond to the end date of a reporting period.

CRTs are issued according to the quantity of verified reductions achieved during a verification period, regardless of the period’s length.

Reporting periods must be contiguous; there can be no time gaps in reporting during the crediting period of a project once the initial reporting period has commenced.20 Gaps in monitoring data or activity must be included in reporting periods and verified accordingly. The verification body must confirm that no reductions are claimed for any period for which a gap in monitoring data exists or for which a project was non-operational.

20 There is an exception to this requirement for projects under the U.S., Article 5, and Mexico Ozone Depleting Substances Protocols. Under those protocols, reporting periods need not be contiguous.
3.4.3 Initial Verification and Registration

A project must complete verification within 12 months of the end of its initial reporting period. To satisfy this verification deadline, the project developer must submit a completed Verification Report and signed Verification Statement to the Reserve.

For project types that require annual verification at a minimum, the Verification Statement and Report may cover a maximum of 12 months of project activity, with the following exceptions. A pre-existing project (see Section 2.4.3) undergoing its initial verification and registration with the Reserve may submit a Verification Statement and Report that cover multiple years, back to the project’s start date. This data is considered “historic data.” Historic data may only be registered during a pre-existing project’s initial verification with the Reserve. The Reserve also allows project developers to register more than 12 months of data during a project’s initial verification period while still meeting the 12-month verification deadline (based on the maximum initial reporting period specified by each protocol), or register a project’s initial verification period as a zero-credit reporting period (see Section 3.4.5).²¹

A project is considered “registered” when the project has been successfully verified by an approved third-party verification body, submitted by the project developer to the Reserve for final approval, and accepted by the Reserve.

A project that fails to meet its initial verification deadline must re-submit under the latest version of the applicable protocol. Projects that do so are not subject to the start date requirements in Section 2.4.3, provided that the project met all applicable requirements at the time of initial submittal.

If a project misses its initial verification deadline, the project is “de-listed”²² in the Reserve software and is no longer viewable by the public. The Reserve will contact the project developer to inform them they must re-submit under the latest version of the protocol within 60 calendar days of notification.

If the project developer re-submits the project within 60 calendar days, the project is “re-listed”²³ under the same project ID and the project maintains its original start date. The project is given a new listing date.

If the project developer fails to re-submit within 60 calendar days, the project is cancelled. The project developer could still re-submit the same project at a later date, but it would be assigned a new project ID and would have to meet all the requirements of the applicable protocol, including start date requirements.

Projects that successfully re-list must submit either 1) a Verification Statement and Verification Report or 2) a Zero-Credit Reporting Period Acknowledgment and Election form within 12 months of re-submittal, with the following exceptions. Forest and urban forest projects are not eligible for zero-credit reporting periods and therefore must complete initial verification within 12 months of re-submittal.

²¹ Forest and urban forest projects are not eligible for zero-credit reporting periods.
²² “De-list” is not a phase in the Reserve software. De-listed projects will no longer appear to the public in the software.
²³ “Re-list” is not a phase in the Reserve software. Projects will be identified as “listed” in the software with the same project ID.
If a re-listed project misses the deadline above, the project is cancelled. Again, the project developer could still re-submit the same project at a later date, but it would be assigned a new project ID and would have to meet all the requirements of the applicable protocol, including start date requirements.

### 3.4.4 Subsequent Verification

After a project is registered, a Verification Statement and Verification Report must be submitted within 12 months of the end of each subsequent verification period. The maximum allowed length of a verification period is specified in each protocol. For example, a Verification Statement and Report for GHG reductions achieved between January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2015 would have to be submitted by December 31, 2016. The only exception to the verification deadline is if the project developer has successfully applied for an extension or is taking a zero-credit reporting period (see Section 3.4.5 below).

The Reserve makes account holders aware of upcoming verification deadlines for projects in their account. Project developers that miss this verification deadline are notified and given the choice to:

- A) cancel the project; or
- B) continue the project by initiating verification using the latest version of the relevant protocol.

Once notified that the verification deadline has passed, a project developer has six months to choose one of the options above. If no choice is communicated to the Reserve within six months, the project is cancelled.

If a project developer chooses Option B, they are required to submit a Zero-Credit Reporting Period Acknowledgment and Election form and a monitoring report to retroactively cover the time period since the end date of the last successful verification period (see Section 3.4.5). Thus, the project developer acknowledges that CRTs will not be issued for any GHG reductions or removals achieved by the project since its last successful verification. They are also required to verify the project to the latest version of the relevant protocol.

A project utilizing Option B maintains its original project start date, and thus maintains the crediting period defined by that start date. This option may be used across two crediting periods should the protocol allow for that.

If a verification period spans two crediting periods and there is a more recent version of the protocol that must be used for the renewed crediting period (see Section 2.4.4), the project developer can either be issued CRTs for two verification periods by completing separate verifications for each crediting period, or can be issued CRTs for one verification period that spans two crediting periods if they choose to verify the entire verification period to the more current protocol version.

#### 3.4.4.1 Subsequent Verification for Forest or Urban Forest Projects

The only exceptions to the options regarding a missed verification deadline detailed above are for forest and urban forest, as these project types are not eligible for a zero-credit reporting period. If a registered forest or urban forest project misses a subsequent verification deadline, project account activities will be suspended until the verification is complete. The project
developer has 36 months from the end of the reporting period(s) being verified to complete verification. Otherwise, the project will be terminated.

### 3.4.5 Zero-Credit Reporting Period (ZCRP)

To provide flexibility for project developers in instances where verification is not practical or economical for a specific reporting period/verification period, developers of projects other than forest and urban forest projects may choose to delay verification on the condition that they acknowledge no CRTs will be issued for any period of time that falls outside the standard window for completing verification of project information and monitoring data. Such a period is referred to as a “zero-credit reporting period.” In such cases, zero-credit reporting periods can be used to cover any time that falls between reporting periods that undergo verification. For most eligible project types, the maximum length of a verification period is 12 months, allowing CRTs to be issued only for GHG reductions achieved up to 24 months prior to submission of a Verification Report. See Figure 1 below for an example of a project using a ZCRP to cover time that falls between reporting periods, in order to extend the deadline for submission of a Verification Report.

**Figure 1: Zero-Credit Reporting Period for a Project with a 12 Month Maximum Verification Period**

For any zero-credit reporting period, the project developer must sign a Zero-Credit Reporting Period Acknowledgment and Election form (Acknowledgment and Election form) acknowledging that CRTs will not be issued for any GHG emission reductions or removals achieved by the project during the zero-credit reporting period. Along with the Acknowledgment and Election form, the project developer must also submit a monitoring report to the Reserve that covers data for the zero-credit reporting period.

The Acknowledgment and Election form and monitoring documents shall be submitted via the Reserve software within 12 months of the end date allowed for a verification period (i.e., by the verification deadline). The monitoring report is not a publicly available document. The Acknowledgment and Election form is made public. The Acknowledgment and Election form and
monitoring report are required in order to meet the regular documentation requirements of the Reserve program and ensure the continuation of a project’s crediting period. CRTs for subsequent verification periods will not be issued until these documentation requirements are met. The submission of the monitoring report for a zero-credit reporting period will satisfy the requirement for contiguous reporting in Section 3.4.2.

If neither a Verification Report nor an Acknowledgment and Election form is submitted within 12 months of the end date allowed for a verification period, the project is either de-listed or cancelled (see Section 3.4.3, 3.4.2, and 3.4.4). Under certain circumstances, after a project has been de-listed or cancelled, it may re-enter the program, using zero-credit reporting periods to cover the time period when the project was not actively reporting. This is also possible in cases where the failure to maintain contiguous reporting has extended through the end of the crediting period if allowed by the relevant protocol. In these cases, the zero-credit reporting period may cover a period of time spanning two crediting periods, and the second crediting period will be considered to have begun on the day following the end date of the initial crediting period. There is no limit to the amount of time a zero-credit reporting period may cover, and a project may have contiguous zero-credit reporting periods. Project developers may also declare a project’s initial verification period as a zero-credit reporting period.

The Acknowledgment and Election form and project-specific monitoring report templates can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

3.4.6 Zero-Credit Reporting Period Verification
To ensure that project emissions were not greater than baseline emissions during a zero-credit reporting period, monitoring data collected during the zero-credit reporting period must be verified the next time the project undergoes verification. While the project is not required to conform to the protocol’s monitoring and QA/QC procedures during a zero-credit reporting period, the verification body must be able to confirm with reasonable assurance that project emissions were less than baseline emissions during the zero-credit reporting period. Project developers shall provide project documentation and calculations for zero-credit reporting period emissions to the verifiers.

More information on the verification of zero-credit reporting periods can be found in the Verification Program Manual and the relevant protocols. If the verifier cannot confirm with reasonable assurance that project emissions were less than or equal to baseline emissions, the Reserve will make a determination of action on a case by-case basis.

The Reserve views a zero-credit reporting period as a separate reporting period from the one undergoing verification for CRT issuance; to that end, the zero-credit reporting period should not be represented as part of the verification period that will be issued CRTs. For example, the dates of the verification period being issued CRTs shall not include the dates of the zero-credit reporting period. Similarly, for attestations that specify a beginning and end date, the time period should not include the zero-credit reporting period (i.e., Attestation of Regulatory Compliance, Attestation of Voluntary Implementation).

3.4.7 Verification Deadline Extension Request
The Reserve allows project developers to request a project verification deadline extension. No extension requests are granted unless the project has commenced verification and has
undergone the site visit for the current verification period (if applicable) and all outstanding invoices for the project and account holder have been paid. The following extensions may be granted:

- All sequestration projects may be granted a 12-month extension.
- All non-sequestration projects may be granted a six month extension.
- All other project types may be granted a 30-day extension if the account holder can demonstrate to the Reserve’s satisfaction that they will miss the deadline due to extraordinary circumstances. The Reserve holds the right to determine what rises to the level of an extraordinary circumstance.

To submit a request, account holders must submit a completed Request for Verification Deadline Extension form and requested documentation to the Reserve and pay a $200 review fee. The form must be received by the verification deadline.

The Request for Verification Deadline Extension form can be downloaded at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.

3.5 Stakeholder Input for Individual Projects

Direct and indirect stakeholder interaction is an integral part of the process for developing offset protocols (see Sections 4.3 and 4.5). This includes comment periods that are open to the general public. At the project level, interactions generally involve those stakeholders with a commercial interest in the projects (e.g., facility owners, project developers, verifiers, consultants, CRT buyers, regulators, etc.). This section details avenues for non-commercial stakeholders to interact with the Reserve in relation to individual projects (rather than protocols).

3.5.1 Local Stakeholder Consultations

Every Reserve protocol includes requirements to ensure that credits are only issued for emission reductions at projects that are in compliance with applicable regulations and do no net environmental harm. In some cases, offset projects may have the potential to create social impacts on the local community, either positive or negative, which may not be appropriately handled by other, existing government structures. In those cases, the individual protocol may include additional requirements for local stakeholder consultations. In addition, every protocol development process, as well as every major protocol update, involves at least one public comment period, with a public webinar. Local stakeholders are welcome to participate in any of these public events.

For example, the Mexico Forest Protocol provides social safeguards through prescriptive guidance about obtaining free, prior, and informed consent; meeting notification, participation, and documentation; and project governance. This ensures that the local community is able to participate in the offset project.

3.5.2 Feedback and Grievance Process

For any project type, it is possible that a stakeholder may want to contact the Reserve to provide feedback, either positive or negative. For general feedback or inquiries, stakeholders

---

24 If the registration extension is being requested for a non-site visit year, evidence must be provided to show that the project developer has provided requested documentation to the verification team to allow them to commence the desk review.
may contact the Reserve at reserve@climateactionreserve.org, or call the Reserve office at (213) 891-1444. For questions or comments related to a specific protocol, current points of contact are listed on our website at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/contact-us/.

The Reserve strives to avoid adopting protocols for activities that present a risk of negative environmental or social impacts. However, if a stakeholder has a grievance about a specific project, the initial point of contact would be the same as described above. The staff member receiving this initial contact will collect as much information as possible from the stakeholder about the specific project and grievance. This will then be communicated to the senior management at the Reserve, including the President. The specific action taken will depend on the nature of the grievance.

- For cases of a potential over-issuance, Reserve staff will conduct a thorough review and analysis, then ensure that the system is “made whole,” according to the process detailed in Section 3.6.2 below.
- For disputes related to ownership of the GHG emission reductions, the Reserve senior management and legal counsel will review the positions and documentation of the parties involved and determine the appropriate owner (based on existing Reserve guidance related to ownership of GHG emission reductions), as well as whether any additional action against the project or the project developer is warranted. The Reserve will not be party to any disputes where the involved parties pursue actions beyond the Reserve issuing a determination as previously described.
- For grievances related to potential negative social or environmental impacts related to a Reserve project, which are not in violation of existing regulations (and thus handled by the relevant government agency), the Reserve senior management will conduct a finding of facts and consider the stakeholder’s position. Such instances may be referred to the Board of Directors for a decision on project eligibility.

### 3.6 Climate Reserve Tonnes (CRTs)

In the Reserve, GHG reductions and removals are recognized as Climate Reserve Tonnes or CRTs, which are equal to one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) reduced or sequestered. After projects are registered, CRTs are issued based on the GHG reduction or removal amount reported by the project developer and confirmed by an approved verification body. CRTs are issued only on an ex post basis (i.e., after verification that reduction activities have actually occurred) and only for GHG reductions or removals that occur within the project crediting period. For transparency, each CRT has a unique serial number with embedded information that identifies the project type, location, developer, and vintage. The unique serial number persists as CRTs are transferred between accounts or are retired and become offsets.

#### 3.6.1 Issuance of CRTs

CRTs are issued by the Reserve for actual GHG reductions or removals achieved by a project, as determined in approved Verification Reports. Once a project is registered and the project’s account holder pays the appropriate CRT Issuance Fee, CRTs for verified GHG reductions or removals are released into the account holder’s primary CRT account. CRTs will not be issued until the CRT Issuance Fee is received by the Reserve. CRTs can then be transferred to another Reserve account holder’s account, moved into one of the project account holder’s other accounts or retired.
An account holder can only hold or retire CRTs in its account for which it is the sole holder of legal title and Beneficial Ownership Rights, except as permitted under Section 9 of the Terms of Use.

3.6.2 Over-Issuance of CRTs
In the event that the Reserve determines that GHG reductions or removals for a project were incorrectly quantified or reported, such that the number of CRTs issued to the project account holder was in excess of the correct number according to the requirements of the applicable protocol, it is primarily the project account holder’s responsibility to compensate for the over-issuance of CRTs.

The Reserve will notify the project account holder of the over-issuance, including the basis for its determination, and the number of CRTs to be surrendered for cancellation or authorized to be withheld from issuance as further described below. The Reserve shall determine, at its sole discretion, which option or combination of options a project account holder may use; this will be determined on a case-by-case basis and detailed in the over-issuance notification.

Within 30 days, the project account holder must:

1. Surrender CRTs for cancellation; and/or
2. Provide written authorization to the Reserve to withhold CRTs from future issuances to the project.

If the project account holder fails to satisfy its obligations within 30 days, the Reserve may:

1. Cancel CRTs held by the project account holder;
2. Withhold from issuance CRTs otherwise issuable to the project account holder; and/or
3. Purchase CRTs from third parties at the project account holder’s expense and cancel them.

The project account holder may dispute the over-issuance determination using the dispute resolution provisions set forth in Section 11(c) of the Climate Action Reserve Terms of Use.

3.6.3 Transfer of CRTs
In order to transfer CRTs to another party, that party must have an approved account with the Reserve. There is a transfer fee to transfer CRTs from one account holder to another ($0.03 per CRT charged to the transferor). The transfer is conducted via the software between the two account holders; the Reserve does not play a role in the transfer.

Note that the Reserve does not function as a trading system or commodity exchange. The sale or purchase of CRTs takes place outside of the Reserve. Account holders may record sales by using the Reserve to move CRTs from one account to another. However, the Reserve makes no warranties concerning, and has no control over, the legal ownership of CRTs that may be held in individual accounts.

3.6.4 Retirement of CRTs
CRTs may be “retired” to indicate that the emission reductions or removals they represent have been used to satisfy a voluntary GHG emission reduction claim or to offset other emissions. To support such claims, CRTs are taken out of circulation so that they cannot be used to support any further claims. The Reserve retires CRTs by transferring them to a locked retirement
account where they remain permanently and in perpetuity, precluding further use or transfer to other parties. Each account holder has its own associated retirement account. Information about retired CRTs is publicly available and includes details like project type, location, serial number, date issued, reason for retirement, etc. to support the transparency of the offsets within the Reserve. There is no charge to retire CRTs.

For the greatest level of transparency, Account Holders are encouraged to provide complete details of the purpose of the CRT retirement in the “Retirement Reason Details” field.

3.6.5 Holding and Retirement of CRTs on Behalf of Other Parties
In some circumstances, an account holder may hold and retire CRTs on behalf of one or more third parties. See Section 9 of the Reserve Terms of Use for related requirements.

3.6.6 Transferring Credits from the Reserve
Offset credits may be transferred to other GHG registries and offset programs under processes that are specific to the receiving registry/program.

3.6.6.1 VCS
CRTs may be exported to a Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) registry and converted into Verified Carbon Units (VCUs). Transfers may be initiated by any account holder with active CRTs. The account holder initiates this process as they would a CRT transfer. Once the transfer is accepted by the VCS registry administrator, the Reserve processes the transfer and VCUs are issued on the VCS registry. The exported CRTs have “converted to VCUs” noted as the cancellation reason in the Reserve software and public reports.

3.6.6.2 The California Compliance Offset Program
The Reserve is an approved Offset Project Registry (OPR) under the California Compliance Offset Program. Projects wishing to receive credits under one of the approved California Air Resources Board (CARB) Compliance Offset Protocols (COPs) may do so through the Reserve’s project registry. Registry Offset Credits (ROCs) are issued to projects in the Reserve’s registry that have been listed under a COP. Following the issuance of ROCs, project proponents may request issuance of ARB Offset Credits (ARBOCs) from the California Air Resources Board. Upon approval, the Reserve is notified, and ROCs are cancelled and then re-issued as ARBOCs in the Compliance Instrument Tracking System Service (CITSS). The exported ROCs have “ARB” noted as the cancellation reason in the Reserve software and public reports.

3.6.6.3 Washington Cap-and-Invest Program
The Reserve is an approved Offset Project Registry (OPR) under the state of Washington Department of Ecology’s (Ecology) Cap-and-Invest Program. Projects wishing to receive credits under one of the approved Compliance Offset Protocols (COPs) may do so through the Reserve’s project registry. Registry Offset Credits (ROCs) are issued to projects in the Reserve’s registry that have been listed under a COP. Following the issuance of ROCs, project proponents may request issuance of Ecology Offset Credits from the Ecology. Upon approval, the Reserve is notified, and ROCs are cancelled and then re-issued as Ecology Offset Credits in the Compliance Instrument Tracking System Service (CITSS). The exported ROCs have “Ecology” noted as the cancellation reason in the Reserve software and public reports.
3.7 Transferring Projects into the Climate Action Reserve

Existing projects that have been registered with other carbon offset programs may be transferred to the Reserve if they meet, and are successfully verified against, the Reserve’s protocol requirements, and if they meet the project start date requirements detailed in Section 2.4.3. Such projects must submit a Registry Project Transfer Form, available for download at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/. The Registry Project Transfer Form requires additional information and documentation to determine the status of the project and any offset credits issued for it under other programs.

The project developer must also provide the Reserve with a signed Project Transfer Letter before CRTs for that project are issued by the Reserve. The letter must be sent to the administrator of the other program where the project was registered, confirming that no further emission reductions or removals for the project will be verified or registered under the other program.

Transferred projects are considered pre-existing projects and thus are able to register more than 12 months of data during their initial verification with the Reserve (see Section 3.4.2). Transfer projects are also subject to contiguous reporting, which means that a project’s initial verification period with the Reserve must be contiguous with the end of the last verification period under the program from which the project is transferred.

The crediting period for a transferred project will be reduced by the length of time that has elapsed since the project start date, as defined by each protocol.

Note that while projects can be transferred from another program to the Reserve, previously issued credits from another program cannot be transferred to the Reserve. Furthermore, projects that generated offset credits in the past but were never registered on a carbon offset registry cannot be registered with the Reserve.

3.8 Transferring Projects from the Climate Action Reserve

Projects may be transferred from the Reserve to other GHG registries and offset programs. To transfer a project, the developer shall provide a signed Project Transfer Letter to the Reserve specifying the effective date of transfer and confirming that no further emission reductions or removals for the project will be verified or registered with the Reserve.

Once a project is transferred, no future reductions or removals from that project will be registered as CRTs. Project information and previously issued CRTs will remain in the Reserve system under their given serial numbers. Previously issued CRTs may be transferred to other accounts on the Reserve system and retired on the Reserve system, as long as the project developer maintains an account with the Reserve. Section 3.6.3 of this manual describes how to transfer CRTs to other Reserve accounts.

3.9 Transferring Projects between Account Holders in the Reserve

Projects may be transferred between project developer account holders within the Reserve program. The project developer transferee (the project developer who is acquiring the project) must submit an Account Holder Project Transfer form and pay $500 per project transfer. The Reserve will review this form and the project will then be transferred to the new account holder. The original account holder will no longer have access to restricted (non-public) project information.
3.10 Relationships to Other GHG Programs

The Climate Action Reserve operates as a stand-alone voluntary offset registry. However, the Reserve program does interact with other GHG programs in various ways. Relationships with several major programs are detailed in this section.

3.10.1 Voluntary Carbon Offset Programs

Registration of projects using protocols developed by the Reserve is limited to the Reserve’s voluntary offset program and other carbon offset programs that have pre-existing agreements in place with the Reserve. If a project developer is seeking crediting under a protocol developed by the Reserve under a different program, it is the project developer’s responsibility to notify the Reserve and to ensure that there is such a pre-existing agreement in place.

It may be possible for a voluntary Reserve offset project to be simultaneously listed under another voluntary offset program, provided that there is no overlap in the GHG Assessment Boundaries of the relevant protocol(s) or methodology. All project developers wishing to take advantage of any such opportunity should seek guidance from the Reserve, and staff of the other voluntary offset program, as early as possible in that process, to ensure best chances for approval and avoidance of any double counting. Reserve staff will work directly with the project developer, and likely also staff from the other voluntary program in question, to ensure there is no double counting in such circumstances. Generally speaking, where GHG accounting boundaries do not overlap, it may be possible for a project to enroll in multiple offset programs, undertake one set of activities, and receive crediting from those multiple programs. However, such a determination shall be made on a case-by-case basis for each combination of Reserve protocol and external protocol or methodology.

3.10.1.1 The Verified Carbon Standard

The Reserve is the first recognized independent GHG offset program under the Verified Carbon Standard, a global standard and program for approval of credible voluntary offsets. As an approved VCS program, offset projects that meet the Reserve’s protocols can generate VCS credits, known as VCUs. CRTs issued by the Reserve can also be converted to VCUs and transferred to a VCS registry (see Section 3.6.6). However, VCUs cannot be converted to CRTs; only projects registered with the Reserve using Reserve protocols are able to generate CRTs.

For more information on Verra’s VCS Program, visit https://verra.org/project/vcs-program/.

3.10.2 The California Compliance Offset Program

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) administers a Compliance Offset Program for use under the state’s economywide cap and trade program for GHG emissions. The project registry functions for this program are administered by approved Offset Project Registries (OPRs). The Reserve is an approved OPR. Projects wishing to receive credits under one of the CARB’s approved Compliance Offset Protocols (COPs) may do so through the Reserve’s project registry. Reserve staff are experts in the OPR procedures, as well as the application of the COPs, most of which are adapted from the Reserve’s voluntary offset protocols. The Reserve issues Registry Offset Credits (ROCs), which are ultimately canceled and then reissued by the CARB as ARB Offset Credits (ARBOCs). The Reserve does not issue ARBOCs and does not
have a connection with the Compliance Instrument Tracking System Service (CITSS) (the registry used by the Western Climate Initiative for tracking compliance instruments). In instances where a project does not seek the issuance of ARBOCs for a given reporting period, the project may retire the ROCs for voluntary purposes (see Section 3.6.4) or seek the conversion of ROCs into CRTs.

For information on the Reserve’s role as an Early Action Offset Program and Offset Project Registry for the California Compliance Offset Program, please see the following resources:

- California Air Resources Board Compliance Offset Program website [http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/offsets/offsets.htm](http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/offsets/offsets.htm)

### 3.10.3 Washington Cap-and-Invest Program

The Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) administers a Compliance Offset Program for use under the state’s economywide cap-and-invest program for GHG emissions. The project registry functions for this program are administered by approved Offset Project Registries (OPRs). The Reserve is an approved OPR. Projects wishing to receive credits under one of the Ecology’s approved Compliance Offset Protocols (COPs) may do so through the Reserve’s project registry. The Reserve issues Registry Offset Credits (ROCs), which are ultimately canceled and then reissued by the Ecology as Ecology Offset Credits. The Reserve does not issue Ecology Offset Credits and does not have a connection with the Compliance Instrument Tracking System Service (CITSS) (the registry used by the Western Climate Initiative for tracking compliance instruments). In instances where a project does not seek the issuance of Ecology Offset Credits for a given reporting period, the project may retire the ROCs for voluntary purposes (see Section 3.6.4) or seek the conversion of ROCs into CRTs.

For information on the Reserve’s role as an Offset Project Registry for the Washington Compliance Offset Program, please see the following resources:


### 3.10.4 The California Low Carbon Fuel Standard Program

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) administers a Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Program for use under the state’s plan for reducing GHG emissions. Certain project types that are eligible for CRTs and ROCs under the Reserve’s voluntary and compliance offset project registry programs are also potentially eligible to receive LCFS credits for the generation and delivery of transport fuels (such as biogas) into California. This includes livestock anaerobic digestion projects and landfill gas capture and destruction projects. The Reserve does not issue or verify LCFS credits. Nor can CRTs or ROCs be directly converted into LCFS credits. However, in some cases the process of verifying and registering offsets through the Reserve may be a component of the project’s process toward receiving and verifying LCFS credits. In cases where a Reserve offset project is also seeking LCFS credits, Reserve staff will work with CARB staff and the project developer to ensure that CRTs or ROCs are appropriately cancelled to reflect overlapping issuance in the LCFS program. In instances where a project cancels some, but not all ROCs from a given reporting period, in order to receive benefit in the LCFS
program, the project may be able to retire the remaining ROCs or seek the conversion of those ROCs into CRTs.

In all cases, project developers must disclose to their verifiers the existence of any additional crediting or payment programs in which the project is participating concurrently with its registration through the Reserve.

3.10.5 The Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation and Sustainable Development Goals

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), a special body of the United Nations, adopted a global carbon offsetting mechanism, Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA), to address GHG emissions from international aviation beyond reductions to be achieved from advancements in fuel efficiency, technology, operations and infrastructure. The offsets portion of this program is designed to be decentralized, allowing for airlines to comply with their mitigation obligations via retirement of eligible emission units issued by approved GHG programs.

The Reserve Voluntary Offset Program is in conformance with the requirements of the CORSIA program’s Emissions Unit Eligibility Criteria, including the program design elements and the carbon offset credit integrity assessment criteria. Projects reporting under the Reserve Voluntary Offset Program seeking eligibility under CORSIA are required to report their alignment with United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and co-benefits by using the Reserve’s SDG Reporting Tool. The Reserve encourages users to perform their own research to understand SDGs and impact reporting best practices prior to completing the template. The Reserve retains sole and final discretion in making determinations on the appropriateness of a project’s SDG and/or co-benefit claims. Projects must use the most current version of the SDG Reporting Tool and must report impacts according to the guidance in the tool. The tool is publicly available on the Reserve’s website in order to ensure transparency. Only credits (those that have been or will be issued) from projects that have reported their SDGs using the Reserve’s SDG Reporting Tool will be identified as CORSIA-eligible in the Reserve’s registry.

For more information on CORSIA and SDGs, please visit:

- ICAO’s website: https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CORSIA/Pages/default.aspx
- The Reserve’s website: www.climateactionreserve.org/CORSIA/
- The Sustainable Development Goal indicators website: https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/

3.10.6 Green-e Climate

Green-e Climate is a “global third-party certification program for carbon offsets,” operated by the Center for Resource Solutions (CRS). This program could be viewed as a “meta” certification, applying its label to offsets issued by specific GHG programs it has decided to endorse. The Climate Action Reserve’s voluntary offsets program is one such endorsed program. Thus, CRTs may be certified as Green-e Climate carbon offsets. Regardless of this additional certification, CRTs remain within the Reserve’s registry, with the original serial numbers and no additional requirements from the Reserve program.

---

25 Available at: http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/program/documents/.
For more information on the CRS’s Green-e Climate program, visit https://www.green-e.org/programs/climate.
4 Protocol Development Process

The Reserve is committed to producing high quality GHG project accounting protocols, and to this end uses an intensive multi-stakeholder process to develop its protocols. This approach integrates extensive data collection and analysis with review and input from a diverse range of experts and stakeholders. Reserve staff guides this process to ensure that final protocols adhere to the principles outlined in Section 1.2. This process produces high quality, well-vetted, and credible protocols based on best practices from national and international standards. This section details the Reserve’s unique and rigorous protocol development process.

4.1 Protocol Concepts

The Reserve identifies potential protocol concepts to consider for protocol development by considering its own strategic goals and organizational mission, developments in climate change mitigation and greenhouse gas accounting, and carbon market demand. Additionally, the Reserve will accept protocol concepts from external stakeholders. External stakeholders may submit protocol concepts for 1) new project activities for which the Reserve does not have an existing offset protocol, 2) adaptation of a current Reserve protocol to include a new jurisdiction, and 3) update of a current Reserve protocol to include a new project activity. To submit a protocol concept to the Reserve, the external party should have an approved account with the Reserve and must submit a Protocol Concept Form. The Reserve will review the Protocol Concept Form and may request additional information. The protocol concept will be assessed per the Screening Process described in Section Screening Process 4.2.

4.2 Screening Process

The Reserve uses an internal screening process to identify candidate protocol concepts with good potential for offset protocol development. Protocol concepts may be submitted to the Reserve by external parties as described in Section Section Error! Reference source not found.). The Reserve takes into consideration a number of issues when assessing a project type for further development, including, but not limited to:

- Does the project type create direct or indirect emission reductions? All else equal, the Reserve will focus on project types that result in direct reductions. Direct emission reductions are generally easier to verify because the sites where they occur can be directly monitored. When emission reductions occur at sites or sources owned by the project developer, there is also less risk that an entity other than the project developer will claim ownership of the reductions. Thus, these projects are unlikely to be at risk for double counting or ownership issues.

- How amenable is the project type to standardized additionality and baseline determinations? For some types of projects, it is difficult to credibly and accurately determine additionality and estimate baseline emissions on a standardized basis. In general, the Reserve will avoid developing protocols for these project types. Alternatively, the Reserve may incorporate project-specific methods or variables into standardized protocols as appropriate, or limit the scope of protocols to address only activities and conditions for which standardized approaches are feasible.

- What is the likelihood that the sector where the project activity occurs will be covered under a future cap-and-trade system? Since issuing offset credits for reductions that
occur at capped emission sources would result in double counting, the Reserve prefers to focus on projects affecting GHG emissions that are unlikely to be capped.

- What are the total potential GHG reductions that could result from this type of project? As it takes significant effort and resources to produce a standardized protocol, there should be large and geographically diverse potential reduction opportunities.

- Are there potential positive or negative environmental or social impacts from this type of project activity or the operations, facilities or sectors with which this type of project may be associated? Negative effects should be avoided. All else equal, the Reserve will prioritize sectors and project types that can create significant co-benefits for the habitats and communities where projects take place. Where necessary, the Reserve will also consider developing additional criteria for ensuring environmental and social safeguards.

- Are there existing methodologies or protocols that could serve as a starting point? Standardized protocols are more easily developed where sound scientific methods already exist to determine baselines and quantify emission reductions.

- Are there high-quality datasets to evaluate “business as usual” activities for the sector in which the project activity occurs? Setting performance thresholds and other standardized tests for additionality requires defensible data on the current state of the sector.

- What are the resources needed to complete the development of the protocol? The Reserve will take into consideration staff resources and availability, time frames, and funding needed to develop an offset protocol that adheres to the Reserve’s program principles (Section 1.2).

Once the internal screening process is complete, for protocol concepts with good potential the Reserve will make a determination on the next appropriate steps:

- The Reserve may either explore the concept more fully through the development of an issue paper (Section 4.2.2) or the Reserve may hold a scoping meeting (Section 4.2.2) to engage stakeholders in further evaluating what types of activities should be targets for protocol development.

### 4.2.1 Issue Paper

In some cases, the Reserve may develop an issue paper to evaluate the feasibility and desirability of developing or adapting a protocol (or set of protocols) for a particular project type. It assesses possible issues with developing a standardized protocol for the project type, including an evaluation of potential approaches to GHG emission quantification; exploration of options for defining eligible project activities; evaluation of approaches to setting project boundaries; and assessment of the availability of datasets and other pertinent information. It also assesses the environmental and social impacts associated with prospective project activities, as well as potential impacts from the operations, facilities or sectors with which project activities may be associated. Issue papers are prepared by researching existing sector methodologies and datasets and consulting sector experts. After completion, the issue paper may be sent to interested parties (industry experts, environmental groups, state agencies, academics) for review and comment.
4.2.2 Scoping Meeting
Interested parties may attend a scoping meeting to discuss protocol development options and challenges for the project type or jurisdiction in question. At the scoping meeting stage, the Reserve will generally propose a series of activities within the project type category for which specific accounting and verification standards could be developed. Feedback from the scoping meeting is used to determine whether the Reserve will move forward in developing a protocol, and which activities the protocol should encompass. During the scoping meeting the Reserve will present its proposed timeline for protocol development and put out a call of interest for workgroup members and local stakeholder consultation.

4.3 Protocol Development and Drafting Process
After a project activity and/or jurisdiction(s) are identified, the Reserve follows a rigorous multi-stakeholder consultation process to develop an appropriate protocol.

4.3.1 Workgroup Assembly for Expert Review
To initiate the protocol development process, the Reserve assembles a balanced multi-stakeholder voluntary workgroup, drawing from industry experts, state and federal agencies, environmental organizations, and other various stakeholders. Workgroups are assembled by invitation, but all parties are encouraged to express their interest in participating in the workgroup process. Throughout the protocol development process, the workgroup provides independent expert review and direct input into the development of the protocol.

Interested stakeholders that are not on the workgroup can still participate in the workgroup process as “observers.” Any individual is welcome to be an observer to a protocol development process. Observers can listen to workgroup meetings via conference call, but are not solicited for comments or feedback until the public review period.

4.3.2 Local Stakeholder Consultation
Every Reserve protocol must include requirements to ensure that credits are only issued for emission reductions for projects that are in compliance with applicable regulations and demonstrate no net environmental harm. In some cases, projects may have the potential to create social impacts on the local community, either positive or negative, that may not be appropriately handled by other, existing government structures. The Reserve will conduct outreach to key local stakeholders, including government agencies, locally impacted communities, and environmental organizations, to inform them of the protocol development process and invite them to participate in opportunities to review drafts and provide comments. In addition, the Local Engagement form will be made publicly available on the Reserve’s website and will be shared with the Reserve’s listserv database and other venues at the beginning of the protocol development and drafting process. Local stakeholders will be able to express their interest in the protocol and be informed of all advancements in the process, including opportunities to review drafts and provide comments, as well as provide critical insight to ensure that environmental and social impacts on local communities are effectively addressed in the protocol.

4.3.3 Options Paper
Where appropriate, the Reserve may develop an options paper to further address and lay out different approaches for key elements of the protocol. A draft is shared with the workgroup and comments are incorporated into a final options paper that forms the basis of the draft protocol.
4.3.4 Draft Protocol for Workgroup Review

The Reserve develops a draft protocol based on expert input and insights from an issue paper or the final options paper. The draft protocol is released to the workgroup for independent expert review and revision and is also posted on the Reserve’s website for review by observers and other interested members of the public. The draft protocol review process usually includes at least one or more in-person or virtual workgroup meetings in which members are invited to discuss issues at length. At this point in the process, the Reserve explicitly requests input on possible environmental and social harms associated with project activities and associated operations or facilities, and requests discussion of whether existing legal and regulatory safeguards are appropriate and adequate to mitigate any harms.

Written comments from the workgroup are incorporated into the draft protocol, which may go through multiple iterations of workgroup review before it is ready for public review. Note that observers and the public do not comment on the draft protocol at this stage.

4.3.5 Public Review Period and Public Workshop

The revised draft protocol is posted on the Reserve’s website for a 30-day public comment period. The public is notified via the Reserve’s listserv database and other venues, and reviewers are asked to submit written comments. During the 30-day public review period, the Reserve also hosts a public workshop to solicit feedback and address concerns regarding the draft protocol in an open forum. After receiving written feedback, all comments are recorded and addressed. A final protocol is produced, taking into account public comments and any further workgroup feedback.

4.3.6 Board Approval

The Reserve’s Board of Directors must vote to adopt each protocol. Protocols are presented at quarterly board meetings, which are open to the public, and issues raised throughout the development process are reviewed, giving workgroup members and interested stakeholders a chance to raise any last concerns or questions. After the Board adopts the protocol, it becomes an official Reserve protocol and is immediately available for use.

4.3.7 Ongoing Public Feedback and Comments

After Board approval, the Reserve continues to solicit, document, and respond to public feedback and comments on the current version of the protocol. Comments and feedback on adopted protocols can be submitted to the Reserve at policy@climateactionreserve.org. The public is also welcome to contact Reserve staff directly to discuss their comments and concerns.

Public feedback and comments are assessed on an ongoing basis and may initiate a revision to a protocol.

4.4 Revisions to Protocols

After Board approval, the protocols are periodically revised in light of public comments, on-the-ground experience, and technological, scientific, and regulatory developments. In addition, the Reserve may review and update performance standards and standardized baselines to ensure they continue to effectively screen projects for additionality and accurately represent “business as usual” emissions. There are two types of revisions to protocols: policy revisions and program revisions.
4.4.1 Policy Revisions
Policy revisions are those that affect project definition or eligibility, or that involve significant changes or adjustments to baseline estimation and/or the quantification of emission reductions or removals. A policy revision is generally focused on specific elements of the protocol and is not necessarily an opportunity to revisit all decisions made in the initial protocol development process.

Depending on the extent of the revision, the Reserve may convene an expert stakeholder group or reach out to stakeholders involved in the initial protocol development process. This group may be asked to comment on a revised draft protocol or be convened to discuss key issues prior to changes being circulated for comment. All policy revisions require a 30-day public comment period and adoption by the Reserve’s Board. Policy revisions are brought for adoption at the quarterly board meetings or are brought to the executive committee of the Board for adoption if expedited action is required. When adopted, a policy revision creates a new version of the protocol (e.g., Version 1.0 undergoes a policy revision to become Version 2.0).

4.4.2 Program Revisions
Program revisions are editorial or technical in nature and do not require a public comment period, nor do they require adoption by the Reserve’s Board. These revisions do not significantly change the policies or eligibility in the protocol, but can change or revise quantification methodologies or monitoring requirements. Program revisions create a new sub-version of the protocol (e.g., Version 1.0 undergoes a program revision to become Version 1.1). Program revisions are considered adopted on the date they are posted on the Reserve website. A protocol revision notification is sent to the Reserve’s listserv and to Reserve account holders at that time.

4.4.3 Grace Period for Registration under Prior Protocol Versions
Project developers have 90 days from the date on which a revised protocol is adopted to submit a project to the Reserve using the previous version of the protocol. The project must still complete verification within 12 months of the end of its initial reporting period. Otherwise, the project must be resubmitted for registration under the most current version of the protocol.

Projects that have been registered using a previous version of the protocol are not required to have their projects verified under any updated versions. Instead, projects may continue being verified against the original protocol version for the duration of their crediting period. Project developers always have the option, however, of voluntarily choosing to verify against the most current version. Applying the most current protocol to a project does not change the project’s crediting period.

4.4.4 Errata and Clarifications
If typographical errors are found in a protocol after it is released, the Reserve may issue an “Errata” document indicating required corrections. Errata are issued to correct typographical errors in text, equations or figures. Similarly, if the Reserve discovers that certain protocol requirements are ambiguous or in need of further guidance, the Reserve may issue a “Clarifications” document. Clarifications are issued to ensure consistent interpretation and application of the protocol.

Errata and Clarifications documents become effective immediately for the version(s) of the protocol to which they apply (applicable versions are identified in each document). Project developers and verification bodies must refer to and follow the corrections and guidance
presented in Errata and Clarifications documents once they are issued. Errata and clarifications are considered effective on the date they are first posted on the Reserve website. All listed and registered projects must follow the guidance specified in the Errata and Clarifications document. On a case-by-case basis, in order to ensure that the protocol is consistently applied and that the purpose of the protocol is achieved, the Reserve has sole discretion to apply current errata retroactively to a project for which CRTs have been issued prior to the release of the errata that may affect quantification of its GHG reductions and/or CRTs issued.

All account holders and verification bodies will be notified if an Errata and Clarifications document is released or updated. Errata and Clarifications documents will be appended to all applicable versions of the protocol and will also be available as stand-alone documents on the relevant protocol’s webpage. The errata and clarifications identified in these documents will be incorporated into subsequent versions of the relevant protocol.

4.5 Communication with the Public

Current versions of each protocol and information about protocols in development are available at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/. Each protocol also has its own dedicated webpage that can be accessed from here.

Interested members of the public can receive protocol development announcements and program updates by joining the Reserve’s mailing list at http://www.climateactionreserve.org/news-and-events/newsletter/.
# 5 Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business day</td>
<td>Any day except Saturday, Sunday or a Federal Reserve Bank holiday. A business day shall open at 8:00 a.m. and close at 5:00 p.m. Pacific Prevailing Time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>In the Reserve software system, a “client” is an organization or individual who wishes to retire CRTs but does not develop its own projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action Reserve</td>
<td>The national offsets program that establishes standards for quantifying and verifying GHG emission reduction projects, issues carbon credits generated from such projects, and tracks the transfer and retirement of credits in a publicly-accessible online system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Reserve Tonne or CRT</td>
<td>The unit of offset credits used by the Climate Action Reserve. One Climate Reserve Tonne is equal to one metric ton of CO₂e reduced or sequestered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>A project is considered “completed” when it is no longer reporting to the Reserve. A project is completed if it reaches the end of its crediting period(s), becomes ineligible, or if the project developer chooses not to continue reporting. The “completed” designation is also used for certain early action projects to indicate that the monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) requirements under the Reserve’s Early Action Offset Program have been satisfied, and that the project will continue MRV requirements under the Compliance Offset Program. The reason for the completed status is noted in the Reserve’s public reports. Once a project is completed, project information remains publicly available indefinitely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Retirement Subaccount</td>
<td>The subaccount for the retirement of CRTs that are held by an account holder on an omnibus basis on behalf of one or more third parties that hold legal title and/or beneficial ownership rights in those CRTs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listed</td>
<td>A project is considered “listed” once the Reserve has satisfactorily reviewed all project submittal forms. The project will then appear in the public interface of the Reserve system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>A reduction or removal of GHG emissions from the atmosphere that is used to compensate for an equivalent amount of emissions from another GHG emitting activity occurring elsewhere. For the purposes of the Reserve program, a CRT becomes an offset when it is retired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project developer</td>
<td>An organization or individual that registers projects for the purpose of generating emission reductions or removals. In the Reserve software system, project developers may be issued CRTs for the verified emission reductions or removals that their projects achieve. They can also transfer and manage CRTs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project owner (limited)</td>
<td>An organization or individual representing a landowner participating in a cooperative or aggregate according to protocol-specific rules and procedures. In the Reserve software system, project owners may...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
register projects that are formally part of a cooperative or an aggregation. This account type may also be used for limited transfers of CRTs under the terms and restrictions imposed by the relevant protocol and/or aggregation guidance and does not include privileges for retiring CRTs.

**Protocol**
A Reserve-developed document that contains the eligibility rules, GHG Assessment Boundary, quantification methodologies, monitoring and reporting parameters, etc. for a specific project type. Protocols are akin to “methodologies” in other offset programs.

**Reduction**
A verified decrease in GHG emissions caused by a project, as measured against an appropriate forward-looking estimate of baseline emissions for the project.

**Registered**
A project is considered “registered” when the project has been verified by an approved third-party verification body, submitted by the project developer to the Reserve for approval, and accepted by the Reserve.

**Removal**
A verified increase in carbon stocks caused by a forest project, as measured against an appropriate forward-looking estimate of baseline carbon stocks for the project.

**Reporting period**
A discrete period of time over which a project developer quantifies and reports GHG reductions to the Reserve.

**Retired**
When CRTs are transferred to a retirement account in the Reserve system, they are considered retired. Retirement accounts are permanent and locked, so that a retired CRT cannot be transferred again. CRTs are retired when they have been used to offset an equivalent tonne of emissions or have been removed from further transactions on behalf of the environment.

**Submitted**
A project is considered “submitted” when all of the appropriate forms have been completed, uploaded, and submitted to the Reserve software.

**Trader/Broker/Retailer**
An organization or individual that transfers and manages CRTs in the Reserve system, but does not develop its own projects.

**Transitioned**
An early action project is considered “transitioned” when the project has been listed and successfully completed a verification under the Compliance Offset Program, but has any number of early action-eligible CRTs remaining active or retired in the Reserve program. The project is no longer reporting or seeking credits under the requirements of the relevant Reserve protocol, but is required to meet the MRV requirements of the California Cap-and-Trade Regulation.

**User**
An individual or entity that holds an account with the Reserve and has agreed to the Terms of Use and shall include such representative as the entity shall appoint and designate by completing the Designation of Authority form.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verified</td>
<td>A project is considered “verified” when the project verification body has submitted the project’s Verification Statement and the Verification Report in the Reserve system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification body</td>
<td>An organization or company that has been ISO-accredited and approved by the Reserve to perform GHG verification activities for specific protocols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification period</td>
<td>A discrete period of time over which a project’s GHG reductions are verified. Under some protocols, a verification period may cover multiple reporting periods. The end date of a verification period must correspond to the end date of a reporting period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifier</td>
<td>An individual that is employed by or subcontracted to an ISO-accredited and Reserve-approved verification body and is qualified to provide verification services for specific protocols.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>